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STILL SEARCHING FOR SLAYER
Colo., Aug. 25. Despite
TO theTelluride,
fact that the discovery yesterday
of the purse and watch belonging to
Mrs. Lee Borg tends to eliminate the
robbery theory In .accounting for the
woman's death, authorities here to
day continued their search for two
TO
suspicious characters seen In the
vicinity on the day of Mrs. Borg's
disappearance. Sine the discovery
HARRIMAN
SYSTEM
AFTER CON- - of the money there are some here DECLARES
GOVERNOR MILLS,
who believe the woman's death was
HAS NEVER REFUSED TO
FERENCE WITH LEADERS,
suicidal.
However, the authorities
HOLD CONFERENCE.
DECIDES ON THIS DATE
are not acting on that theory and It
is believed they are still endeavoring
THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATE to effect the arrest of Isaac Matson, HAS TREATED THEM FAIRLY
said to have been a former sweetheart
of Mrs. Borg's, who left Telluride the
DESPITE DEPRESSION, ROADS
IT WILL INSURE PARTICIPATION
of her disappearance.
HAVE PAID EMPLOYES BEST
OF SENATORS IN NEXT SES-

KRUTTSCHNITT

MEXICO

NEW

SAYS STRIKE IS

HOLD ELECTION

NOVEMBER 7

OP

SION OF CONGRESS

EAGLES

LAS VEGAS GETS CONVENTION
WILL
HOLD
PROHIBITIONISTS
THEIR
STATE
MEETING
HERE SEPTEMBER
19-2- 0

WIND UP BUSINESS
San Frandsco, Aug. 25. Delegates
to the grand aerie, Fraternal Order
of Eagles, held two sessions today
and cleared up the business of the
meeting of 1911. The majority of
the visitors start for their homes tonight or tomorrow morning. Special
reports of committee constituted the
greater part of today's business. .One
decision of the grand aerie that is
considered of great importance is that
remitting the organization of more
than one aerie in cities of 250,000
inhabitants or more, without the consent of the aerie already in existence.
Also it was decided that an aerie may
be organized in a city of 2,500 or
more Inhabitants.

Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 23. Al- - 4
4 though the official letter of 4
4 President Taft has not yet heen 4
received, It was announced, at- - 4
4 ter a conference today of Gover- - 4
4 nor Mills and other officials with 4'
4 Chairman H. O. Bursum, of the 4
4 republican state central commit- - 4
tee, National Committeeman Sol- - 4
4 omon Luna and other republican f
4 leaders, that the state election 4
4 'Will be called for November 7, 4' WANTED TO ATTEND
4 very near the earliest possible
date at which It can be held, so 4
FUNERAL OF VICTIMS
4 as to assure that New Mexico's 4
f two senators and one represen- - 4
4 tatlve can take part In the tariff 4
4 legislation of congress at its 4 WILLIAM LEE, ACCUSED OF A
4 TRIPLE TRAGEDY AT BOON-VILL4 coming- session.
The Woman' Christian Tern- - 4
4
IND, KEPT IN CELL.
peranco Union, also today an- - 4
nounced Its convention to meet 4
t
BoonvlJIe, Ind., Aug. 26. Charged
ft Las Vegas September
4 with
the murder of bis father, mother
4'
4 It expects to take a vigorous part and brother, whose bodies were found
V In. the campalsa in wle1 Jt
In tfieli burning home yesterday, and
prohibition question la to play a - knowing that threats had been made
4 prominent part.
4 to lynch him, William, Lee early to
4
day asked Sheriff Scales to' be permitted to attend the funeral of his
family this afternoon. His request
ATWGQD TRIUMPHS IN was refused. He paced his cell most
of the night but talked little to his
guards.
LONG DISTANCE FLIGHT
He was stripped late laBt night and
on his body were found many bruises.
According to the theory of the sherDARING AVIATOR COMPLETES ST. iff the bruises
were from blows
YORK AERIAL
struck by some one. Lee said the
bruises came from his having fallen
JOURNEY
in getting out of a buggy Wednesday
night, when he called on his fiance,
New York, Aug. 23. Harry N.
Miss Mina Taylor, to whom he was
the American aviator, ended to have been married last night at
bis long
aeroplane her father's home near Newburg.
flight from St. Louis, when he landed
Blood streaked and partly burned
at Governor's Island at 2:38 o'clock underclothes of a man, positively identhis afternoon. Atwood flew to the tified before Coroner Early's inquest
city from Nyack, a distance of about today as belonging to William Lee,
30 miles, in 45 minutes. He followed were found in a search of the bedding
the Hudson river's course, flying at the Lee home this morning and
most of the time 50 to 100 feet above furnish what the authorities believe
Is a strong link in the evidence conthe surface of the water.
Thousands of people flocked to the necting Lee with the murder and
roof of high buildings and cheered partial burning of his father and
the aviator as he flew down the river mother and his younger brother yesThe whistles of steamships and all terday.
Lee shows no signs of breaking
manner of water craft joined in a
down and baffles the attempts of the
noisy welcome.
Atwood had planned to land at authorities to cause him to contraSheepshead Bay and he may fly there dict his stories.
Miss Mina Taylor to whom Lee was
later, but officially his trip ended at
to have been married last evening,
Governor's Island.
Atwood started on his flight from declares her desire to see him punNyack at 1:54 p. m. From the spot ished if he is guilty.
to which his biplane had been moving during the morning he rose heading north, circled once over the river TO TRAVERSE COUNTRY
and flew off at high speed. As the
mechanics were tuning up this engine
before his start the aviator had to
leap for safety from flames which
broke out in his gasoline dripping
FRANCISCO MAN WILL ATpan. He smothered the fire with his SAN
TEMPT At RECORDBREAK-ING- "
coat, assisted by his manager.
FEAT.
-
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EDITOR

GIVEN

FREEDOM

Guadalajara, Mex., Aug. 25. Enrique
Villasenor, editor of El Gato the local
newspaper In which an insulting
acrostic directed to Americans recently appeared, has been given his unconditional liberty after six days' imprisonment charged with an offense
against public morals, according to
the last edition of the El Gato. Villasenor says in his paper that the case
against him was dropped because of
lack of grounds for prosecution. Consul Magill has reported the matter
to the state department at
,

25.' Two
San Francisco,
Aug.
Ameriacn white tailed deer, driven
by Frank Clemens and attached to a
light wagon, will start from this city
in a day or so for New York City.
Clemens has trained the deer for a
year and they appear well broken.
The harness is similar to that used
on horses and the animals obey in
a docile manner the driver's commands. Clemens believes he will
make the trip in three months. His
ultimate destination is Europe. The
deer were captured when quite young
near Sand Point, Idaho, Clemen's
home.

MEN

600 and 700 men employed in the

Har-rima-

CITY EDITION

n

TERRIBLE

system shops In this city will
vote tonight on the strike question.
According to Ernest L. Reguln, president of the shop employes federation
of the Harriman lines, the sentiment
of the local shopmen is strongly In
favor of striking in the event of the
refusal of recognition. None of the
men employed in the local shops have
been laid off but daily hours have
been reduced to eight and the wages SPEEDING PASSENGER TRAIN ON
reduced accordintely. A fiveday
LEHIGH VALLEY MEETS WITH
week has been Inaugurated.
DISASTER.

WRECK

CLA1ST1VENTY
FIVE LIVES

JERSEY REPUBLICANS FOR TAFT
Hackinsack, N. J., Aug. 25. Warm
praise of President Taft is the fea
ture of the platform adopted by the
northern New Jersey republicans in
convention at Hackencask. The in
of the president is as fol
dorsement
WAGES IN COUNTRY.
lows:
"We unqualifidely pledge our sup
AGED WORKMEN CARED FOR port to President Taft We approve
his great work In furtherance of uni
versal peace, his courageous advocacy
BETWEEN
$300,000 AND $400,000 of the reciprocity treaty with Canada
PAID OUT ANNUALY TO THEM
of the
his, economical administration
postal service, his brave message
AS PENSIONS. .
against the recall of judges and his
unselfish effort to take the tariff conout of politics."
troversy
4 MEN READY TO WALK OUT

VETERANS

AMONG THE KILLED

COACHES LEFT THE RAILS AND
ROLLED DOWN 60- - FOOT EMBANKMENT INTO CREEK.

DEFECTIVE

RAIL

WAS

CAUSE

PIECE OF STEEL SNAPPED
CIAS BUCKLED AND PLUNGED

WHEN

TO DESTRUCTION.
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People Find
Time To Find
Fault

BATTLESHIP COMPLETE.
Philadelphia, Augi. 25. The giant
battleship Utah will he turned over to
the government at the League Island
navy yard tomorrow by her builders,
the New York Shipbuilding company
of Camden. The Utah and her sis
ter ship, the Florida, now nearing
completion at the Brooklyn navy yard
are the latest and mightiest fighting
units in the United States navy and
one or the other will supersede the
Connecticut as the flagship of the
Atlantic fleet.
The Utah was built and equipped
in record time and when turned over
to the government tomorrow will
have taken only a little over eighteen
months to be made ready for active
service. It Is expected a speed of 22
knots will be made by the vessel,
propelled by the enormous turbine engines of the Parsons type. She is
the first of the large battleships to
use these turbines.
When completely manned the Utah
will carry 1,000 officers and men, and
will have the largest steaming radius
of any vessel at present In commission because of the unique feature of
the oil tanks constructed along the
bottom of the ship, which will carry
a large quantity of fuel oil to be used
under the specially arranged boilers.
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BITTER CONTEST FOR HIGHEST
OFFICE OF ORGANIZATION
FINALLY

ENDS.

GENERAL M'ELROY WITHDREW
WASHINGTON
MAN, WHEN HE
SAW CANDIDACY HOPELESS,
QUIT THE RACE.

PENSION

BILL

ENCAMPMENT
APPROVAL
WOOD

IS ENDORSED

PUTS STAMP OF
THE SHER-

ON

MEASURE.

Manchester, N. Y., Aug. 25. Twen
Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 25. Judge
persons were killed and about
M. Trimble, of Princeton, 111.,
Harvey
San Francisco, Aug. 25.
4 RAIL SERVICE AGAIN NORMAL. sixty hurt, when passenger train No.
was elected commander-in-chie- f
of the
4 President E. L. Reguin, of the 4
on the Lehigh Valley railroad
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 25. For the
Grand Army of the Republic today.
UNKNOWN
RACE
DISCOVERED
4 Federation of Shop Employes of 4 first time since the Mexican revolu- left the track here early this afterNew York, Aug. 25. A race of peo- Judge Trimble was elected when Gennoon.
4 the Harriman lines, said today 4 tion,
property along the right of way
who had never before beheld a eral John E. McElroy, of Washington,
ple
Two coaches rolled down an em
4 that he had wired the President 4 of the Mexican National
his opponent, ended the bitter con
has
railway
4 of the international unions that 4 been restored to 'normal conditions. bankment sixty feet In height and white man or an Indian has been test by withdrawing from the race.
discovered
in
the
Arctic regions of
4 there was no need of further de-- 4 Permanent bridges have replaced the it was in these cars that the greatest
On recommendation of the commit
British Columbia by Vilhjamar
4 lay in calling a strike if recog- - 4 many temporary structures in ,use mortality occurred.
tee on resolutions, the encampment
leader of the American MuThe wreck was due to a defective
4 nitlon of the federation was re- - 4 since the line was first cut on Janu
endorsed the Sherwood
bill,
rail. The engine and two forward seum's scientific expedition, which which Democratlo Leader pension
4 fused. He implied that the men 4 ary 29, last.
Underwood
left
here in April, 1908, according to
coaches passed over the bad spot,
4 were ready to walk out, wheth- - 4
has promised congress will pass at
which was about 100 feet east of the a letter received from him today.
4 er or not their act received the 4
the forthcoming session, but the enstation, without accident, but when
4 sanction of the internationals. 4 BURNED TO DEATH
dorsement carries the proviso that
the diner struck the defective rail,
the bill be made to conform as closely
4 Such approval would simply 4
STRONG
EVIDENCE
it snapped and the last two
as possible to the Sulloway hill which
4 mean that the men would be en- - 4
coaches were thrown from the track
was pigeonholed in congress. .The
4 titled to additional strike bene- - 4
UNDER
MOTOR
CAR
and rolled down the embankment.
Sherwood bill was favored by Judge
AGAINST
4 fits.
4
BEATTIE
Several persons in the dining car
Trimble.
4
4
were
killed
number
hut
the
largest
CONFERENCE 13 SOUGHT
f
MER of dead were in the last two oc aches CONVINCING PROOF THAT ACCUS
KILLED BENEATH TRAIN
4 Chicago, Aug. 25. J. W. Kline 4 PITTSBURG COMMISSION
A
veterans
number of
returning
CHANT PINNED UNDER OVERED YOUNG MAN MURDERED
Laramie,
4' International president of tho
Wyo., Aug. 25. An unfrom the Grand Army encampment
known man fell from a moving train,
TURNED MACHINE
4 Blockamlth' Union,
busy-HIS WIFE
were on the train.
at
Rochester
west of here this morning and was
today communicating with offl 4
Special trains bearing nurses and
Qf tn8 unlons In different.- Instantly killed. He and his partner,
.L. doctors JSf ere. rushed fcere from Ge
William
,25.
Pittsburg;'
Chesterfield
Court
House, Va., Aug. who left here afoot
In the. day,
4 parts of the country arranging 4 Barron, a weaitny .commission mer neva, which is nearby, and from 25. The
defense in the Beattle mur attempted to board early
4 for a conference with Vice- - 4' chant, was killed and
the
The
train.
as
soon
and
Rochester
Clark
Canandalgua,
Harry
der trial met with two setbacks at the coroner has gone to the scene.
4, President Julius Kruttschnitt of 4 was
as word could be dispatched to those
auto
when
the
seriously
injured,
of
court
here
opening
today. Judge
4 the Harriman lines, to be held 4 mobile in which they were
places.
Walter A. Watson quickly overruled
4 in a western city next week, at 4 went over an embankment riding,
o
2:45
At
twentyt-wo'clock
bodies
near
4 which further efforts will be 4 Glenfield early today. Both were had been taken from the wreck. a motion to exclude the "Dear Kid" RECORDS BROKEN IN
letters which were written by Beattle
4 made to adjust the labor dis- - 4
pinned under the car, but Clark suc Other mangled bodies were in plain to Beulah BInford and introduced yes4 putes which threaten a strike of 4 ceeded
in freeing himself. Before he sight, pinioned under the debris. Most
ELGINROAD RACES
terday and followed this by denying
4 25,000 employes of the Union and 4 could summon
the
tank of the victims were old men and wo- a motion which questioned the word
help
gasoline
4 Southern Pacific railroads and 4
and Barron was burned to men.
4 subsidiary lines.
4 exploded
The train was forty minutes late ing of the Indictment as to the wound TWO ACCIDENTS MAR BIG AUTO
death.
4
and was running fast, hauled by two being in the "face" instead of the
SPEED CONTEST, THOUGH
skull or brain of the victim as shown
powerful engjines, iki an effort to
NEITHER IS FATAi..
,
the
by
autopsy.
25. Julius RECEPTION TO THE
make up lost time.
Omaha,
Jeb.,
Aug.
to
called
the
George
Jarrell,
stand,
The train does not stop in ManchesKruttschnitt, vice president and diter. Two hundred feet east of the related the prisoner's story of the
rector of maintenance and operation
Elgin, 111., Aug. 25 Two accidents
ARCHAEOLOGISTS station, after the engines and two roadway encounter and testified that marred the automobile rtoad racea
of the Harriman railway system, was
coaches had passed, the train buckled Beattle said his wife's assailant ran here today, F. E. Radena, mechini- in Omaha an hour and a half this
and lurched Into a creek alongside into the woods. Major James D. Pat- - cian for John Raimey, driver of a
west
9:30
o'clock
at
morning, going
ton of Richmond, who went to the Cino machine, sustained a .broken
HONORS
SANTA
FE
VISITING
the track.
on the Union Pacific fast mail.
scene
on the day following the murder, ankle when the car burst a
SUMATTENDING
conferred
he
here
his
tire and
The third and fourth cars plunged
'stay
During
with
bloodhounds, testified that the dashed into a tree. Raimey was unwith A. L. Mohlerfl vice president and
over the sideless bridge to the creek
MER SCHOOL.
failed to take any scent of the hurt.
general manager of the Union Paseventy feet below. The third dogs
alleged bearded highwayman.
A half hour later Fred Robbilliard's
car
cific, for an hour.
on
flat
in
side
struck
its
the
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 25. The
N. W. Snydor of Richmond, who
o
threw a tire and the
In an interview Mr. Kruttschnitt
water
while
on
fourth
landed
the
its
summer school of the American Archtook a second set of bloodhounds to car smashed into a telegraph pole
d- clared
that the matter of a strike
front
cars
end.
The
five
remaining
in session the past
the scene, followed Major Patton on which was cut in two. oBth the pilot
on the Harriman system was up to aeology society
two months in Santa Fe and at the left the rails but did not go off the the stand.
and his assistant escaped injury.
the men and that the roads had never
The
concussion
threw
the
Cliff .Dwellers park, twenty mlhp bridge.
Did you find any foot prints in the
refused to oenfer with the employes.
Eighteen cars started in three
from
seats
and
their
passengers
east of the city, where important exevents of the second annual Elgin
"So far as we are concerned," said
scores received slight injuries. The ditch along the road?"
were
conducted
cavations
in
Rlto
the
he "we are having no trouble with
"Yes, sir, they were there and pret road races at 11 o'clock today. Tha
cars in the creek were crowded and
de Los Frijoles, closed this afternoon
close to the west side of a stump." sun was out, the track fast and thouour men. We are paying the best
octy
was
in
it
these
that the casualties
a brilliant reception by the city
and with
country
by the defense, sands of spectators were on hand to
wages of any road in the
curred.
of Santa Fe to tho
'
scientists
the witness the breaking of records.
notwithstanding that business has from all over the visiting as well as
Con- Snydor said he had examined
was
The
in
train
of
charge
country
Donald Herr, at the wheel of a
been bad for months we have been
and
but
tracks
the
tracks
stump
might
ductor
J.
B. Hillock of Geneva N. Y.,
other students, the faculty and visithave heen made by some of those National, was first away and the
carryingon our payrolls a large num- ors and to the
and
Callen
of
Buffalo.
Fred
Engineer
regents of the school
other cars of the Illinois cup and the
ber of people not needed. We have
who inspected the surroundings.
as well as of the New Mexico Mu- None of the train crew was injured.
our
fairmen
with
treated
Kane county cup contest followed
an
old
always
Alexander,
Mandy
negrees,
The
two
of
consisted
train
engines
seum. All the judges of the supreme
ness and at the present time are
him
at intervals of 30 seconds. Tha
to
was
findcalled
as
then
to
testify
court, the governor and territorial and ten cars.
small cars in the Aurora Cup, two
The
was
paying out annually between $300,000 officials attended the
of
the
handed
gun.
gun
ing
reception which
emand $400,000 to superannuated
and a Ford, were
to her and she identified it. She re- Abbott-Detroit- s
was held in the historic palace of the
- sent away at minute intervals.
ployes."
met
had
Pettihow
T.
lated
she
P.
It was announced that HUSBAND CHARGES
Mr. Kruttschnitt refused to discuss governors.
In the big car contest for the Illi
grew, a white farmer, and had told
next year the summer school would
the question of recognizing the fednois cup the leaders reeled off the
him
her
of
finding.
civilizations' of the
erated labor organization. He would study the early
first 33 miles at about 66 miles an
WIFE WITH
failed to shake her story. not express ah opinion as to whether Egyptians Romans and Mayas, the
hour. At fifty miles the two NaBeat-tie'- s
known
became
that
..It
today
or not ' the ' present retrenchment parallel studies this summer having
tionals led the Velie pair, but Herr
J
lawyers had received a letter
been the Greeks, Semites' and Cliff
movement on ' ithe Harriman system
was
WARleading Merz by about eight
CONTRACTOR
RICH
HAS
S.
of
from
Minor
J.
Louisville, Ky,
has reached its limit. It all depends Dwellers.
miles.
s
who says that two men whom he
RANT ISSUED FOR WOMAN
on business, he asserted.
Summary: Kanjrf County cup, 169.4?
could produce, told him they
LANGFORD WHIPS ROSS
WHO DECEIVED HIM.
Before leaving for San Francisco
miles,
trophy valued at $1000; $300
were
Midlothian
the
New York, Aug. 25. Sam Langford
walking along
Mr. Kruttschnitt said he would meet
in
and $800 worth of equipment
cash
turnpike on the night of July 18, when to the winner.
the labor leaders at any western the Boston heavyweight, knocked out
Denver, Aug. 25. Extradition paFirst, Hugh Hughes.
man
a
accost
saw
with
a
gun
Tony Ross of Pittsburg in the sixth pers issued in Texas for Mrs. G. W. they
point which might be convenient.
Mercer, time 2:37.21; second, W. V.
an
automobile.
Such
would
testimony
round
their
scheduled
of
Howie of Anson, Tex., charged with
Barnes Jr., Mercer, 2:39.55;
Telegrams from local unions in
third,Texas and points west of the Mississ- bout at the National Sporting club bigamy, were honored here yesterday tend to support Beattie'a story of the W. H. Pearce, Colby, 2:46.11; winbearded
from
what
but
highwayman
ippi Mver, requesting authotrty to here last night. Langford hit up a and .Sheriff T. F. McClure of Jones
could be learned here today the de- ner's average speed, per hour, f,3 4
strike, were.; received by President terrific pace at the tap of the first county, Texas,' is on hi way to the
miles.
Kline today, and in every instance he gong, and despite the fact that Ross Howie ranch in the southern part of fense places little faith in the story.
R.
Illinois cup 203.35 miles, trophy
a
testified
35
of
had
L.,
some
Snyder,
an
dairyman,
advantage
pounds this state, to arrest the woman. The
wired that no action would be taken
until at least one more conference in weight, gave the latter a severe charges, it is said, were brought by that just before sunset on July 18 he valued at $1,000; $400 in cash and
had been held with the officials of beating. In the fifth round only Ross Howie, who is declared to he a saw a young man "about Beattie'8 650 worth of equipment First, Don- showed
the Harriman lines.
any advantage.
Through wealthy contractor many years the size"
alight from an automobile at all Herr, National, 3:05.35; second,
The conference may be held in San the other rounds Langford hammer- senior of the woman, whom he is
the
roadside.
The prosecution con- Charles Merz, National, 3:06.04; third,
er Ross unmercifully and in the fourth said to have married after a week's
Francisco next Wednesday.
was
tends
Beattle placing the Rupert Keeffkins, Velie, flagged at
this
was robbed of a knockout by the bell courtship.
The ranch where Mrs.
Ross
after
had
taken
of
The
declined to swear 170 miles.
count
Winner's average, per
Strike.
witness
gun.
the
Howie is living is said to be the
Shopmen Favor '
San Francisco, Aug. 25. Between nine.
65.6
man.
miles.
was
Beattie
the
hour
property of Howie.
that
e
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RAILROADS

IN

CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR.
Sacramento, Cal., Aug. 25. On the

BOY CONFESSES

SUFFRAGE CONVENTION.
LouiBville, Ky., Aug. 25 The com- mittee in charge of the program for

eve of the opening of the California
the convention of the National AmerState fair, all Indications are that it
ican Woman Suffrage association to
will be far better than any of Its prebe held here in October announces
decessors. During the last week, and
exthat among the notable speakers at
the
three
last
days,
particularly
the gathering will be the Rev. Anna
arhibits of many kinds have been
Howard Shaw of Philadelphia, Mrs.
fair
grounds present
riving and the
Carolyne Bartlett Crane of Michigan,
a lively appearance. Tomorrow has
Mrs. Donald R. Hocker of Baltimore,
been set aside as women's day and
and
suffragists from all parts of the state MYSTERY SURROUNDING KILLING Miss Mary Johnston, the novelist,
of
N.
Miss
Thomas,
president
Carey
are to attend.
OF TAILOR AT TRINIDAD
Bryn Mawr college.

TO COMMITTING

COMBINE TO

(

MURDER

CUT WAGES
WILL

REDUCTIONS
ENFORCE
EVEN IF STRIKES STOP EVERY
WHEEL IN THE COUNTRY.

km

I

TAFT GOING TO OUTING.
Beverly, Aug. 25. President Taft
has arranged for a trip to Hamilton
tomorrow to attend the outing ot
the Essex club,, at which the three
candidates for the republican nom
ination for governor of Massachu
setts will speak, together with several other prominent party leaders
The event will be held at the home
of Congressman Gardner.

EVENING; 7:30

SATURDAY

IS SOLVED.

jg

&24J

.

TO

9:30 '

"GREETERS" MEET IN MACON.
Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 25. Lee ArmChicago, Aug. 25. Railway emSale. For twenty- After-SuppMacon, Ga., Aug. 25. The Southpopular
strong,- alias Charles O'Brien, nine7,30 to 9.30 we have our twenty-fourt- h
evening
Saturday
ployes of the United States are
the
association,
teen years old, son of A. Armstrong, eastern Greeters'
week, they have grown in
twenty-fou- r
facing the most drastic wage reducfour weeks we have held these Saturday After Supper SaIe.-- for
membership of which is made up of
at
Okla.,
former
Lawton,
county
Judge
ing campaign in the history of the
of
lead
clerks
the
and brother of James Armstrong; a the managers and
oooularitv In attendance in magnitude.
country.
hotels throughout this section of
S.
ing
of
PInkerton
detective
D.,
Lead,
of
beThe owners of the railroads are
annual
the country, began its first
ralue. in new and desirable merchandise, plenty
There is an excellent
yesterday made a voluntary con
hind it The Morgans, the Hawleys,
a
feature of these sales. No
fession to Deputy District Attorney convention here today with good
the Rockefellers, the Goulds, the Har-courteous attention to all who attend. Quick service is another strong
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This Season's Plans for Star
Players
New York, Aug. 25. The theatrical
season of 1911-1- 2 Is about to open and
the big producing managers of this
city, the star players, their supports
and all the rest of the thousands connected with the task of preparing
things for the opening of the theatrical season are as busy as bees In a
clover field. The last weeks preceding the season's opening are indeed
fnll of the most strenuous activity
for all concerned and' the general public has but a faint idea of the gigantic
task of planning and preparing the
season'B work in the theatrical profession.
The producing managers have been
extremely active during the summer
months and after a careful study of
the available new plays produced
since the beginning of last season,
have made their selection of such
plays, as in their opinion, would best
fit the peculiar tastes and talents of
their star players, masculine as well
as feminine. A big crop of new plays
has been gathered and practically
every one of the prominent stars will
be provided with some new medium,
in addition to plays already known,
in which the stars have won successes
in former seasons.
John Drew will open his season at
the Empire theatre, New York, oa Labor Day, with "The Single Man," and
if the play makes a hit, will probably
continue in It for the rest, of the sea'

IN EARNINGS OF

called "Kindling," from the pen of
Charles Kenyon. She will tour the
we'st during the first
part of the sea-so-

Helen Ware will begin her season
in Boston In "The Price" and will not
reach New York until later in the
season.
Elsie Ferguson will not begin her
season until some time in October,
when she will apepar in "Dolly Madison a play by Charles
Nlrdlinger.
George Arllss will open his season
at Wallace's Theatre, New York, in
Louis N. Parker's new
play, "Disraeli,"
foundeu upon episodes in the life of
the great statesman.
Margaret Anglln will present two
new plays this coming season. She
will open the season in "Green Stockings," and later will try Israel Zang-will'- s
play, "The New Religion.'
Frank Mclntyre will begin his star
season In "Snobs," a comedy by Geo.
Bronson Howard and will have the
support of 3 strong company.
"The Arab," a play of the Orient
by Edgar Selwyn has been selected
as the medium for the author of the
Play, who will play the titlerole.
Some time next month E. J. Dodson
will open his season in- - "Gauntlet's
Pride," a new comedy by Hartley
Manners and later he will take the
play on a tour.
Elsie Janls has decided to continue
in "The Slim Princess," during the
early part of the season, with the
John prospect of appearing in a new play

son.

Ethel Barryrnore will follow
Drew at at the Empire theatre, playing "The Witness for the Defense,"
Her leading man will be A. E. Anson.
Mrs. Fiske has prepared two new
plays for the coming season and will
open toward the end of September
with "The New Marriage," a comedy
by Langdon Mitchell.
Alia Nazlmova, who Is now under
Charles Frohman's management, will
appear in a new play adapted from the
French, thee name of which has not
yet. been given.
James K. Hackett will have two new
plays during the coming season, one
by the author of "The World and
Ills Wife," the other by James Fagan.
Rober Edeson will begin his season
in Providence about the middle of the
month, in "The Cave Man," a comedy
by Gillette Burgess. Grace Elllston
will be his leading woman.
Margaret? Illington has a new play

later

on.

Helen Lowell will star during the
coming season in "Next," a new farce
by Rida Johnson Young and expects
to open her season early in September.
Cyril Scott will appear in a new play
entitled "A Modern Marriage," which
has been adapted from the German
by Harrison Rhodes.
George M. Cohan has been persuaded to return to the stage and, supported by his parents will appear In
his own play, "The Little Million
aire."
Henrietta Crosman will start her
season in Catherine Chisholm Cush- ing's new comedy, "The Real Thing,"
but may make a change later.
Fritzi Scheff is to appear in "The
Duchess," bv Joseph Herbert and Harry B. Smith, with music by Victor
Herbert.
s: Jamea T. O'Hara, ' president;
R. Frem, vice president: J. J.

RAILWAYS
DESPITE THE FALLING OFF COST
OF OPERATION HAS
INCREASED

the event that only properly he gauged by considering this decrease in
conjunction with what the Increase
would have been if revenues had
pursued a normal course and shown
the further growth that would have
followed In that event. The two
together make up the 'total of the
loss sustained." The course of gross
earnings prior to the year 1958 was
an almost broken succession cf increases for a full decade. The year
1904 showed a slight reversal, but
with this exception every year an Increase over the one preceding, until
the panic of 1907. Moreover, the decrease shown by this year's figures
Is peculiarly unfortunate just at this
time, inasmuch as the cost of railroad operation has heavily increased
as a result of the general advance
In wages.
The falling off in earnings is of
course accounted for by recession of
business. There was a depression in
the iron and steel industry, due largely to the crippled buying ability of
the railroads themselves. Related to
this, there was a diminished coke and
coal movement and in parts of the
country there was a diminution of
grain freight. As for the aspects of
miscellaneous' traffic, the Chronicle
says: "General trade showed a slackening tendency when the year opened, but hope ran high, and there might
have been a decided quickening of
activity had there not been further
untoward developments. Towards the
end of February came the decisions
of the interstate commerce commission adverse to the railroads in the
celebrated rate cases, that put an end

to the chance of trade revival certainly so far as such revival might
depend, upon a stimulus from the railroad world. Several times during the
six months the Indications appeared
favorable for larger activity In trade,
but on each occasion some new adverse development occurred to blight
the favorable promise."

Railroad gross earnings for the half
year ending June 30, 1911, will show
a loss in substantial amount, from
earnings of the same six months a
year ago, says the Railway and Engineering Review. The Commercial
and Financial Chronicle in its compilations iqovering 233,293 miles of
very
he Roy. N. V
road, sufficient to represent
closely the total mileage of the United Slates, finds that the gross earnFavorite Fiction: "No, I'm not a
ings for the first half of this year
bit seasick! I'm staying out here on
will be $1,284,282,115. The total redeck to get the fresh air."
venue for the same period one year
"Yes, indeed, the water is delightago was $1,310,839,802, the falling off
fully warm; I'm coming out because
therefore being $2G,557,747, or 2.03 per
I promised mamma I wouldn't
stay
cent. While this decrease Is not a
in more than a minute or two."
large proportion of the total, it as"It's so good to get back to work
sumes striking importance when it
again after your vacation!"
is remembered that since the set"We had to stop at the1 Chucksteak
back caused by the panic year 1907,
House because all the good hotels
this is the only like period that has
were full."
failed to show a gain over the same
"Bats on this line make close conreturns for the preceding year. The
nection with trains at Sandville for
gross revenues of the first six months
all points in the Interior."
of 1908, taking the figures as pub"Millie, how I envy you that splenlished by the Journal above referred
did coat of tan!" Chicago Tribune.
to, were less by 16X5 per cent than
those of the year before. This was
the setback of the panlo year; hut
the year 1909 showed partial recovCURES ECZEMA. ACHE,
ery in a gain of 11.86 per cent in its
gross earnings for the first six months
TETTER. POISON OAK. ETC.
over those for 1908. And the next
year, 1910, showed an additional gain
Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Poison Oak, Pimples, etc., show that some
of 14.83 per cent. It is with these unhealthy humor or acid impurity is
diseasing the circulation, and
material increases that the current that a thorough cleansing of this vital fluid is
necessary in order to
reduction of 2.03 per cent must he correct the trouble.
Salves,
compared.
Some additional points must be em-

phasized in this connection. It is to
be remembered that the normal condition of railway revenues in the United States is one of growth, and barring unfavorable developments this
growth is a factor that can safely he
counted upon. In the words of the
Chronicle: "When, therefore, instead
of an increase in gross receipts we
have a decrease, the significance of

washes, lotions, etc., may relieve some
of the itching and other discomforts caused by skin diseases, but such
treatment has no effect on the blood and therefore cannot do any
permanent good. Until the humor is removed from the circulation
the cuticle will suffer the effects of an acrid irritation.
5.S.S.isthe
best and quickest remedy because it is the greatest of all blood
purifiers. It goes into the circulation, and removes every particle of
the humor, whether it be an infection' of poisonous plants or from
other causes, and makes the blood pure, rich and healthy, allowing it
to soothe and nourish the skin instead of irritating and inflaming
it with acrid humors.
Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice
desired sent free. S. S. S. is for sale at drug stores.
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MOUS GRANT COUNTY
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AYEAR FOR ECZEMA

PROPERTIES.
Silver City, N. M., Aug. 25. Chloride Flat, the historical scene of early
struggles against adverse mining
the producer of many fortunes, the camp that built Silver City,
has come Into its own. A deal has
just been completed whereby two of
the most important claims in the flat
passed into the possession of Los
Angeles capitalists who have already
commenced operations that will Immediately put the mine into the producing class. A large force of men
began work this week and thus Chloride Flat once more takes Its position
in the center of the stage and adds
to its record of being the first operated In the district the honor of being among the first to resume activity In the new state of New Mexico.
The new organization Is the Chloride Flat Mines company of Arizona,
and the property taken over is that of
the Bohemian Mining company, consisting of the Grand Central and Mary
Bell mining claims. The price paid
was $100,000 cash.
The mine has been a producer for
years, although until taken over by
the Bohemian company the equipment
was of the most primitive kind. The
Bohemian ocmpany, of which Messrs.
Masin and Vesely were the principal
owners, installed a gasoline hoist and
operated with something more nearly
approaching modern methods. They
not only made money, but, as clearly
demonstrates the value of the property, they shipped the old dump to El
Paso at a neat profit to themselves.
In all the mine has produced about

s,

$400,000.

-

The Chloride Flat Mines company's
property lies almost exactly in the
center of the Chloride district, which
is a small one.' On. the north lies the
Bremen property, and on the south
the Stevens and Flagler claims. Within a radius of three thousand feet
of ore
approximately $7,000,000 worth
mined.
has been
The officers of the new company

A

Remarkable and Convincing Statement of the Success of Cuticura
Soap. and Ointment in theTreat-mentthe Pain, Itching and
Burning of Eczema
of

"I, the undersigned, cannot give enough
praise to the Cuticura Remedies. I had been
doctoring for at least a year for eczema on
my foot. I bad tried doctor after doctor all
to no avail. When a young girl I sprained
my ankle three different times, paying littlo
or no attention to it, when five years ago
a small spot showed upon my left ankle.
and sent for a doctor. He
Ieaidwas worried
it was eczema, lie drew a small bone
ankle
about the size of a match
from the
and about an inch long. The small hole
size of an apple, and
to
the
about
grew
the eczema spread to the knee. The doctors
never could heal the hole In the ankle.
The whole foot ran water all the time
"My husband and my sons were up night
and day wheeling me from one room to another in the hope of giving, me some relief.
I would sit for hours at a time in front of
The
the fireplace hoping for daybreak.
pain was so intense I was almost crazy,
in fact, 1 would lose my reason for hours
at a time. One day a friend of mine dropped
in to see me. No more had she glanced at
my foot than she exclaimed, 'Mrs. Finnegun,
why in the world don't you try the Cuticura Itemediesl' Being disgusted with the
doctors and their medicines, and not being
able to sleep at all, 1 decided to give the
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment a
trial. After using thera three days that
night I slept as sound as ain silver dollar
the morning
for eight long hours. I awoke
with but very little pain, In fact, I thought
the Cuticura
I was in heaven. After using
Remedies for three months 1 was perfectly
restored to health, thanks to the Cuticura
I will be sixty-foBoap and Ointment.
rears of age my next birthday, hale and
J
Finne-galearty at present." (Signed) Mrs. Julia
2234 llebert St., St.Louis, Mo., Mar. 7,'U.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are sold
to Potter Drug
throughout the world. 1 Send
2 A, Boston, for free
& Chera. Corp., Dept.
32-on the skin.
book
with
each
sample of
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They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, IN
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURIN ARY IRREGULARITIES
they exercise a permanent benefit.
QUICK IN RESULTS
TON 10 IN ACTION
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33 13 per cent Off
Belts, Bags, Neckwear

Ribbons,
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We
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all day
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Wedding Stationery

Announcement Cards
Engraved Cards
Calling Cards
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Programs
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$3.50

Printed by the
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We have a few left

Tomorrow only

Half Price
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Have

Children Who Art Sickly
Mothers who value their own comfort and the welfare of their children,
should never be wlthbut a bos of
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, for use throughut the season. They .Dreak un colds, relieve
feverlshnese, constipation, teething
disorders, headache and stomach troubles. Used by mothers for 22 years.
THESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL.
Sold by all drugstores, 25c. Don't accept any substitute. Sample mailed
FREE. Address, Allen 8. Olmsted.
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business. "To abolish. . vacations,'
says Dr. Sargeant, "would b a un
popular measure, I know, but it would
be better for many Individuals. In
many cases the vacation Is more
harmful than beneficial. The people
who devote a fortnight or more each
summer to idle loafing and overeating come back to work more tired
)
than when they went away."
Notwithstanding that considerable
of what the doctor says is true, Jt
would be unwise to abolish the hfibit
of taking annual' vacations in ''the
summer season. Vacations help n)ofe
people than they harm, and because'
t
few people do not know how
on vacations is no reason why otters
should forego the pleasure which Is
secured by a change of scene. With
most people vacations ' prove Jt6 be
a stimulating tonic. They' return to
their regular avocations With better
health and full of enthusiasm to take
up their work. Doctors like the Har
vard man may learnedly discourse
upon the bad features of vacations,
but they will not be aoie to bring
about any change in the custom
which the people have adopted In re
,
gard to vacations.
No one would think of forbidding
the use of the automobile or the
aeroplane because some reckless In
dividuals are occasionally killed in
operating them. Neither would any
one favor .the abolition of football or
baseball because devotees, of these
sports are sometimes seriously in
jured. The people who cannot take
care of themselves on their vacations deserve to suffer from the con
sequences of their neglect Those
who know how to secure the' best
from the outings in which they in
dulge will never come to the conclusion that the eminent health authority
of Harvard really believes that all
vacations ought to be abolished.
'
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KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Kansas
City, Aug.- - 25. Cattle Re
Cattle-Rece- ipts
Chicago. Aug. 23.
1,000,"
including 600 (southerns.
celpts
eevw
:
movement on Wall street was checked 2,000. Market steady.
Native steers $5.za
steady.
Market
8.10: Texas steers $4.50b.4a.
hour but recoveries
in
southern steers $4.0O5.B0.
8.20;
stocKers
were feeble, in a few cases extend western steers $4.256.95;
cows and heifers $2,609
cows ana southern
ing to a point, after which setbacks and feeders 3.105.50;
cows and heifers $2.60
native
4.50;
calves $6.ws
promptly followed. A feature was the heifers $2.256.40;
stockers and feeders $3.60
7.25;
calves $4.00
offering of minor issues af material .85.
Marnei 5.50; bulls $3.OO4.60;
13,000.
Hogs-Rec- eipts
concessions. Discussion on the ex
steers
western
$4.507.50;
7.25;
.zu(0. .
change embraced the critical' railroad strong. Lights
cows $2.754.75.
western
rough
labor situation, the depression in Lon $7.057.70; heavy $6.907.65;
5
Hogs Receipts 3,600. Market
don and on the continent and other J6. 90fi7.15; good to choice heavy
sales
of
$7.20.'.
4. 75(3)7. 50: bulk cents higher. Bulk
adverse factors. The heavy offering 7 itSi? 7n- Tt
packers
$2.707.35;
7.35;
heavy
of steel came in large part from the of sales $7.207.50.
Market and butchers $7.207.54; lights $7.10
8,000.
Sheep Receipts
shorts, who used this stock as a wea
7.35.
western
pon with which to assail the general steady. Native $2.153.75;
Market
3,000.
5.75
Sheep Receipts
$4
of
Bonds
yearlings

York

New

N.

Y.,

at-

Three New York detectives,
tached to some of the Brooklyn police stations, distinguished themselves
the other" day 1y a clever piece or
work, for which they. deserve cn8ld"
erable credit A physician, returning
from a confinement case at night,
was run down on his way nowe uy
speeding auto and killed. The auto,
which carried five men at the time,
sped on after having run down the
physician and was quickly lost in
the darkness. With practically no
clue for a working basis the three detectives began their investigation and
can pph fnr ttiD machine and before
hours they had not only
twenty-fou- r
but arrested every
machine
the
found
one of the five men who had been in
the mahclne that fateful night. What
made the achievement of the de
tectives even more noteworthy was
the fact that they found the machine
and arrested the men in spite of the
assistance given to them by some eyewitnesses, friends of the doctor who
was killed. Two of them stated positively that they saw the license tag
of the machine and could swear that
the Jlcense number contained the
figures 3 and 7 although they were
not sure which relative positions the
figures occupied. As a matter of fact
the license number of the machine
was 16,545, containing neither a 3

.1

a good literary critic in him,
a gift hitherto unsuspected by the
general public. Some time ago the
committee on book selection of the
decided to exclude
public library
from the shelves of the library a new
novel of estage life by an American
author. Mildred Holland, president
of the Actors Church Alliance wrote
a letter to Mayor Gaynor, protesting
against this decision of the library
board and contending that the novel
was by no means Immoral. Mayor
Gaynor obtained a copy of the book
and having read it, sent a letter to
Miss Holland, answering her protest
With the utmost candor he informed
Miss Holland that he had read the
book and had found it quite harmless
but very stupid and that he felt sure
the book had been excluded for no
other reason than Its stupidity.

lng of

Aug. 25.

'

Some of the magistrates and Justices of New York are not particu
larly .famous for their knowledge of
legal phraseology. The other day a
fruit peddler was being tried In
special sessions for selling decayed
fruit The lawyer for the defense
announced to the court that his cli
ent pleaded "nolo contendere," but
the presiding Justice had never heard
of such a thing and wanted to know
what It means. The lawyer explained
but the justice Informed him that he
would not permit any quibbling and
7.
n,or a
would accept only a direct plea of
York
New
guilty or not guilty. The defendant
The police authorities of
are confronted with a "trunk mys- pleaded guilty and was promptly senor two
tery" which has some rather peculiar tenced to a fine of $100
features. The other night a good-size- months In the workhouse.
trunk was found on the street
When the trained dogs, which form
at Fifteenth and Fourth avenue.
When It was opened It was found to part of the police force of Greater
contain four coats, nine vests, eleven New York and assist in protecting the
outouting shirts, four nightshirts, four sparsely settled districts on the
to
were
sent
the
of.
shoe
of
skirts
four
city,
ties,
pairs
towels, twenty
laces, nineteen pairs of socks, seven Parkvllle about a year ago, the resisuits of underwear, nine handker- dents were overjoyed. Choice titchiefs, one pair of white kid gloves, bits were left on the front stoops on
ninety-sipairs of which the dogs might regale themcollars, twentyo-n-e
ninety-sipairs of selves on their midnight patrol, for
collars, twenty-tw- o
was
of
good the residents were certain that the
The
trousers.
clothing
material and bore the tags of Paris presence of the watchful dogs would
tailors. Many of the articles were em- keep all burglars and other evil doers
broidered with the name "S. Koaras," out of their district. The dogs made
which name also appeared upon the a fine record, helped to make many
tag of the trunk. How the trunk hap arrests and kept burglaries at a mini
pened to be abondoned on the pubr mum, yet there is growing dissatiswho
llo streets and what has become of faction among; the ' residents,
the owner of the trunk, who is sup- have comnlained to the board of
disturb
posed to have arrived here on one of health that the police dogs
the late steamers, the police have their slumber with their raucous
barking. As the residents of Park
been unable, so far, to ascertain.
ville seem to prefer burglars to bark
Mayor Gaynor Is a man of many ac- ing dogs, the police dogs will be
complishments and of an outspoken- transferred to Staten Island, where
ness that is quite startling at times. the people do not mind the barking of
The other day he gave the most con dogs half so much as the safety of
vincing proof that he has the mak- their homes.

0
By no means the least interesting
person In the last session of congress
DOMESTIC ECONOMY
was Victor L. Berger, the socialist
representative from the Fifth district
The small town can frequently
of Wisconsin, gays the Kansas City teach the large city. Under efficient
While other congressmen management, the public schools of a
Journal.
are scurrying out of Washington to small town have frequently greater
put as good face upon their individual opportunity of inaugurating and car
records as possible, Mr. Berger's po- rying out improvements than have
sition presents an anomaly of com- those of larger communities.
The
placency and assurance. In a sense reason is not hard to find. It Is
he Is exempt from those vexations easier to readjust the small and sim
which beset his congressional breth- ple than the large and complicated
ren, for, as the lone socialist of the system to innovations and improve- session, nothing much was expected ments; 'it is generally less costly.
of him and therefore he disappointed Take, for example, the matter of In-no one.
troducing into the public schools in- Mr. Berger's views and conclusions structlon in home economics. The
after his maiden session are rather word "science" is often loosely eminteresting. As the only unattached ployed In this and other connections.
member, he was privileged to look What the girls of the schools of
111., a
thriving agricultural
upon the general row which marked
the special session from beginning to and industrial community, are being
end without being distracted by the taught at present, in connection with
excitement.
"Taft," says Berger, their regular studies, 'is simply how
"who was elected by an overwhelm- they may become useful housewives,
the Christian Science Monitor.
ing majority less than three years ago, says
not cost much to equip thu
did
It
barely escaped having one of his veto
schools of Carbondale for instruction
of
with
the
overridden
help
messages
a large number of representatives in the domestic arts. Five hundred
dollars would be an outside figure
who had teen elected on the same
With this start, however, the girls
as
same
ticket
on
and
the
platform
are being taught sewing, cooking and While Smith and Jones were on
he. So much la certain, the insurtheir annual walking tour they came
nor housekeeping in general. At present across a
gents are neither republicans
dirty little urchin crying in
about 250 girls are studying along these
.democrats. They surely are not soSmith gave him twopence,
road.
the
relines.
were
Certain
questions
cialists, although they like to flirt with
and Jones wiped his eyes, and then, as
exwere
which
the
put,
girls
cently
some of our principles and some of
to answer in writing. Seventy a flitting crown to their kindness, they
our voters. They represent a new pected
had answered up to the time the re- asked his age.
group of capitalistic politics."
"Five," murmured the boy, holding
port was made. One of the questions
For some time regular republicans was: "Do
you help more or less with his coppers tightly in his grimy fist
and democrats have been repudiating the home work since
you have had
"Surely not!" expostulated Smith.
the insurgents as political outlaws the work at school?" Forty-fou- r
The boy nodded and the few remainof
end pariahs, but It Is news that even the girls answered that
they helped ing tears were sent further down his
the socialists won't take them In. Mr. more, fifteen that they helped as for- cheeks to leave their tracings on tUe
Berger is frank enough to classify merly, and three that they did not smut.
them as a "new group in capitalistic help at all. Another
reiterated Smith.
"Ridiculous!"
question was:
politics, and that isn't a bad descrip "What work in life do you now think "You must be older!"
tion. The insurgents are not as hon- you would like after you finish
"But why," asked Jones, "if he says
est as the socialists, who despite their school?" Out of forty-fou- r
answers, not?"
idealism and impractical dreams are one girl wished to be an author, ODe
"My dear chap," replied Smith, gaznot afraid to fight their own battles a milliner, one an actress, two music
ing earnestly at the lad's face, "you
under their own banner of revolution. teachers, one a trained nurse,' four can't tell me
that it would be possible
The insurgents have attached them- stenographers, two missionaries, five
for anyflody to gather so much dirt
selves to both parties and have been domestic arts teachers and twenty-tw- in
that time!" Answers.
to be housekeepers in their own
repudiated by each. So long as the
democrats could use the insurgents homes. Mothers, on application, bo'e
POPE GAINS STRENGTH.
they were bribed by flattery and cheerful testimony to the' fact that
Aug. 25. The pope con
Rome,
promises. But at the end of the spe- since their daughters had been re tinues to
strength. He visits the
cial session the democrats summarily ceiving instruction in household work Vatican gain
Gardens daily, where he
pushed the insurgents out of their in the schools they had been far more strolls for brief periods. It is obcamp, unwilling to allow the conta- helpful at home.
served that while before his Illness
This showing, we believe, should be
mination to continue.
was distinctly lame, he now
the
This "new group" has fared badly sufficient to convince the schonl walkspope
with
less apparent difficulty
f
since Taft became president. La Fol- - boards of other towns and cities of
lette as a leader has fallen flat and the worth of teaching practical home
there seems to be no one to rally the economics in the schools. A girl can- "What Is an anecdote?"
jreranant of reformers into any'feort poMJe aidttoibeflductf4ttt,heJ ftiiAi ncdnte. mv son. is a snort
of effective organization. The "new is in a fair way to assume a woman's and
fvnny tale which at once reminds
J the other fellow of a tale which' is
jfjroup" goes back to the countrywlth-bu- t piome duties intelligently.
:
having won a single fight; with
mil'her short nor funny." Puck.
I
out having inaugurated a single cred
itable policy and with the record of
"Wraxall, how long have youj had
giving blind and'passlonate assistance your automobile?"
More people, men and women, are
j
"About a year."
to every assault upon a republican
suffering from kidney ana oiaaaer
"Have you ever figured up what it trouble than ever before, and each
president who, in spite of brutal and
..: c V
out
ses
tosts
comes
of
year more of them turn for quick re
the
you to keep it?"
unjust hostility,
to oieys
slon stronger and more popular than
"O, yes; It's about $100 a month, on lief and permanent benefit
itI
Kidney Remedy, which has proven
an average.'"
r.t the beginning.
effective
most
i
the
self to be one of
"Ge! How's that?"
remedies foiki!iU&ind bladder ail"Well, It's about $6 for gasoline and ments, that medical science has deand lubricating oils, $10 for repairs, $5 vised. " O.'G. Schaefer and R0 Cr0B8
ONE DOCTOR'S IDEA
" r
for rent in a Btall in a stable, and Drug Co,
h ,,,
Dr. Sargent pi Harvard university and well, the rest goes for inciden
f
.
...
A well known" Des" Moines woman
is, of the opinion that people would tals"
"Great Scott! What are the Inciden after suffering miserably for two days
be better oft without vacation!, and
rom bowel complaint, was cured by
'
he arrives at this conclusion because tals?"
on dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Chol"Fines, Horrocks, mostly fines."
gome people fall to secure any beneera and Diarrhoea Remedy. For sale
.
(
y All druggists.
fit ijT'ansei'
d

x

x

e,

o
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YORK

the-secon-

.

were steady. Selling
list.
stocks was resumed at the opening
with new low records in Lehigh Val
ley and Amalgamated Copper, which
declined a point each. United States
Steel with sales of 6,000 shares at a
fractional loss and Southern Pacific,
Reading, Northern Pacific and Erie
were oft substantial fractions. The
of a point
only notable gain was
In Canadian Pacific.
The market closed weak. Fractional rallies came in the last hour, Union
Pacifc and Southern Pacific recover-- a
point of their declines, but the
movement otherwise was not convincing. Lehigh Valley and Reading were
again under pressure. St. Paul preferLast sales
red declined six points.
were:
58
Amalgamated Copper
114
American Beet Sugar, bid
103
Atchison
121
Great Northern
102
New York Central
102
New York Central
116
Northerin Pacific
140
'.
Reading
110
SouTITern Pacific
166
Union Pacific
70
United States Steel
114
United States Steel, pfd
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE
Chicago. Aug. 25. A sae in

the

wheat market occurred today from the
fact that stocks at the quays in Liver
pool had been released by the end
ing of the strike. Bearish influence
came also from the crop situation in
northwest Canada. Opening prices
lower to a shade up,
were
December started at 94 to , with
in a sixteenth either way of last
night's figures but declined to 94
Purchases by a leading house on the
bull side made corn firm. December
to Y higher at 62 to
opened
and then retracted to
The oats pit watched corn. Decemdearer
ber started a shade to
Provisions responded
.
at 44
moderately to strength in the hog
market. First sale3 were 5 cents lower to 7 cents up with January defor pork, $9.05 for
livery $16.47
lard and $8.45 for ribs.
Wheat, September 90; December
A HOPEFUL MESSAGE TO SCALP
SUFFERERS AND MEN WHOSE
HAIR IS THINNING

,

STOCK EXCHANGE
New York Aug. 25. The downward

NEW

to-ac-

Copy

One Week
One Month
One Year

I

I

it

"

$2.503.70;
lambs,

native

$4.756.80.

$3.253.75; lambs$4.006.68; western steady. 6. Muttons
range wethers and year$5.50

44.

64;
42,

ange ewes $2.75

3.75.

ST. LOUIS WOOL
St Louis, Aug. 25 Wool Market
It was kit inspection, and the differfirm; Territory and western mediums
of the battalion were
fine mediums 1718; fine ent companies
kits on the ground
their
with
standing
1115.
r
In front o fthem. The sergeant-majohis
when
examination,
the
was making
NEW YORK COTTON
of
absence
ten
detected
eye
New York, Aug. 25. Cotton spot eagle
and
Flinn,
of
Private
the kit
closed quiet to 45 points higher. Mid- soap in
demanded what excuse the man
he
No
dling upland 13.15; middling gulf.
had to give,
sales.
"Plaze, sorr, it's all used," said

1720;

The late Bishop Williams of Con
necticut was very fond of children,
and It was always a Joy to us young
sters when he came for his visit to
my father's parish. His anecdotes and
stories enlivened the entire household
Once, when he was staying with us,
writes a contributor In Harper's Magazine he told the following story:
"One Sunday morning, just after
breakfast, I repaired to the rector's
study, where I was soon followed by
who
his little
Boh,
climbed up on my knee and began to
talk. Suddenly the little fellow looked
up into my face and said, 'Bissop, do
'00 want to see my piggy. book?'
"Yes, Indeed, said I. So the child
slid down and started to get the book.
When half way across the room a sud
den idea seemed to strike him, and
running back and putting one hand
on my knee, he looked up in my face
and shook his little forefinger at me,
whisperinff. 'Bissop, it's Sunday. We
must do zis on ze sly.!'"

Flinn.
"Used!" shouted the sergeant-majo- r
"Whv. the first cake of soap I had
served me for my kit lasted me three
years, while you are not a year in the
ranks yet. How do you account ror

that?"

Fllnn's eye ha dthe faintles suspi

cion of a twinkle as he replied:
"Plaze, sorr, I wash every day."
walked on,
And the sergeant-majo- r

vhile the whole company grinnea.
Tit-Bits- .

four-year-ol- d

62.

Corn, September
ber 61.
Oats, September

50;

lines $3.25fS4.25;

"Has Tommie been a good boy since
I've been out?" said the mother.
"No, he hasn't replied the father.
"Did you punish him?"
"No."
"Oh, yes, you did, pop! "Don't you
remember you sang to me?" came
from the boy. Yonkers Statesman.
Lots of people are living refutations of the existence of the

Our Pride Flour

Chop

Bran

Decem-

December

Pork, January $16.25.
Dandruff now bald later. The same
Lard, September $9.25; January $9.
is true of scalp diseases. In fact
January
Ribs, September $8.95;
baldness is a scalp disease. The trouble with the greasy salves and lotions, $8.35.
dandruff and scalp
the
NEW YORK MONEY
cures you have tried so far is
New
York,
Aug. 25. Prime paper
that they don't do anything but tern, 4
dollars 45; call
Mexican
cent;
per
and
cake
porarlly relieve the itching
2
cent.
per
steady
money
the dandruff so it doesn't fall until
its dried out again. Nothing can cure
really cure such troubles but a real
NEW YORK METAL
scalp medicine that will kill the germs
New York, Aug. 25. Copper spot
causing dandruff and scalp disease.
1212.20; lead easy 4.45T.55; silLearning from leading fellow drug- ver 52.
gists throughout America that they
had found a whirlwind cure for dandruff, eczema and all diseases of the
skin and sca'p the O. G. Schaefer drug
store In proving to the laboratories
compounding the treatment that it is
the most prominent drug store in this
city secured the agency for the remedy. This remedy is ZEMO, the
clean, liquid preparation that kills
the germ of disease and ZEMO SOAP
to wash the scalp or skin clear and
e'ean off the dandruff or scale and by
A new model in our Corset De- Its antiseptic qualities soothe
and

Shorts

and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

.

The Season's Latest! Arrive U
For Fall ion

::
heal."
''i",tO'.
Sold by druggists everywhere and
In Las Vegas b j1'' ouf authorized
;r
agent, O. G. Schaefer.
'

1V

:

Laborer and hav they tall buildings
In America, Pat?
Pat Tall buildings hav they faith,
Mike, the last one I worked on we had
to lay on our stomachs to let themoon
pass. Life.
.

means
Jeraldlne William
good
I wonder
James means "beloved,
(blushing) what George means?
Mrs. Fondhopes Well, daughter, Jet
us hope that eGorge means business.
An old bachelor
says the nice
thing about getting married Is that
you don't have to.

,

:'

partment, for very long, waistr
ed figures, low bust,! long hips
style 641,. retails' at V .
$2,00
Also received a beautiful line of Wo-

men's Tailored Suits and Coats, the
famous Red Fern and Palmer makes.

;,i2 and. i;Jtiniglj
em and Hobble toes. -

ShoesAJbat-- ..

-

-

.
--

Come in arid inspect our new
Shoes for men.

Y

If It Is

New We have It

The Recollection of Quality Remains Long After the Price Is
Forgotten
515-51- 7

THE

STORE OF QUALITY"

Railroad
Avenue

E.LasVegas,

fflt
n.m:

Opposite
-

or

Castaneda
..Hotel

.,

7

I

'
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The

MAROONS

PERSONALS
.

Pfescripllopisl

5; by Barngrover 2 in 4 innings and

ANNEX

by Adams 7 in 4 Innings Passed
balls Harper, B. Smith. Hit by pi-

We Know

Double
1: Amarillo 1. Three base hit- sWicks. B. Smith. Cook, Lent and Man
ning. Stolen bases Ellis, 2i..Wlbjon,!
Fisher, Montano. Time , of,, game
1:55.
Umpires Kelly and .Duncan.

Aft Needlework

tcherHarper.

,

THIRD AND LAST

John Condnn lef tnriov AVI rAnVA
JGUVt
ivuuj
where he expects to spend
the winter.
Luis TJrioete, from the Pecos counThe man who does the
try, was in town today on land busiweighing, the measuring
ness.
the man who knows how
Ben Strickfadden went north to
and why the man on
Maxwell this afternoon on a short
whom everything depends.
Out responsibility is never
business trip.
lost sight of for a moment
Herbert W. Clark, assistant United
in prescription filling. Every
States attorney, left last night for
Socorro on business.
Prescription
our
leaving
store is faultless from any
Richard and Morris van Houten ot
Shoemaker arrived today and will restandpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
main over Sunday.
and sure if we Til) your
Billy Lord, son of Dr. F. R. Lord,
prescription.
returned this afternoon from a week's
visit to the Capital City.
Ben Strickfadden is expecting his
brother John Strickfadden to arrive
WINTERS DRUG CO.
from the east tomorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Bowen and ther
Pboue. Main 3
two children have returned home
from a month's sojourn in California
C. Ri Williams representing the
Denver Rubber company was in the
NOT UP TO DATE.
city visiting the local trade yesterday.
H. C. Ilfeld has returned from a
several's weeks' trip to the lower
country In the interest of the Charles
Ilfeld company.
C. D. Boucher, the grocer, and his
family, after a two weeks' outing in
the mountains near Harvey's, will return home tomorrow.
has
Mrs. Margaret Pascor, who
been here since the beginning of the
summer school at the Normal, returned to her home today.
O. M. Ward, Dr. J. D. Hess and A.
C Erb, who attended the dedicatory
exercises of the new Elks' club at
Raton, have returned home.
Herbert E. Fell came in this evening from Raton and will spend a short
time with his wife and baby, who are
at present staying with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tamme,
Mrs. F. Reuter, Mrs. A. Stern and
First Deacon HeU never become a
Mrs. Ludwie- - Wm. Ilfeld are the
celebrated preacher.
Second Deacon Why not?
guests of Mrs. Max Nordhaus at her
First Deacon He takes all of hit summer home at Trout Springs.
texts from the Bible.
Colbert C. Root and his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Root, of Wlnfield,
NOT AGILE.
Kan., returned today from Harvey's
ranch where they enjoyed a week's
outing.
Paul and Clarence Smith, who have
been' the guests of their brother,
George Smith, for the past two weeks
left today for their home at Carbon-dal-

"

GAME

7--

4

NOT
AMARILLO
COWBOYS
SAMfi CLASS WITH FAST
LAS VEGAS CLUB

plays--Vega-

s

NOTES OF THE GAME

4

T

TAUPERT'S

i;i

Hand Bags
team, Fisher having relinquished the
THE MAROONS' RECORD
f thanklees job.
f When .Barr went In to bat
May 16 Japs, 2; Maroons 11.
Linen stamped to embroider.
May 17 Japs, 8; Maroons, 9.
infor
in
Wilson
the eighth
Newest shapes. In all the
May 30 Railroaders, 1; Maroons
ning the Amarillo players made a
latest designs
f monkey out of him by. sitting, down
f 2.
3.
4
June
f
7;
Maroons,
Dawson,
f
in the field, so confident were they
June 10 Dawson, 4, Maroons, 2 f that the elongated pitcher couldn't
Crocheting
f June 11 Dawson, 2; Maroons, 3 4 hit the ball. The ruse worked and
In Columbia Brand Yarns.
June 18 Santa Fe, 13; Maroons
Barr struck out.
f .It should be two from Santa Fe
f 11.
D. M. C. Cottons, etc.
Ma- 3;
June 19 Albuquerque,
f Saturday and Sunday, If the Maroons
Free Lessons
f roons. 4.
continue to play in their present form.
MaJune 20 Albuquerque, 4;
f While the three days' attendance
' Household Furnishings
roons. 3.
f was good considering the weather,
June 24 Santa Fe 8;. Maroons 9.
the management did not make ex25c
1 dozen Fruit Jar Caps
Juno 25 Santa Fe 3: Maroons 7. f penses, the first time such has occur75c
Mason pt Fruit Jars
red this season. With good crowds
July 4 Vagon Mound, 3; Ma- 4 at the two games tomorrow and Sun
roons, 10.
Pickling Spices, per
10c
July 9 Santa Fe 6; Maroons 8. 4 day, this will be evened up.
package
f July 15 Albuquerque, 5; Ma- - 4 The AmarTllo team was the most
Thin blown Tumblers
4 gentlemanly bunch thai; has appeared
4 roons. 10.
5c
each
4 July 16 Albuquerque, 11; Ma- - 4 at Amusement park this season from
5c
Pins
Clothes
dozen
3
4 the manager down to the lowliest
4 roons, 6.
3 cans Old Dutch Cleanser 25c
4 July 17 Santa Fe 12; Maroons 4 sub. They took their defeats good
3 bars Dutch Hand Soap . . 25c
10.
naturedly and when there was any
July 22 Raton, 8; Maroons, 18. 4 question about the umpire's decisions,
4 July 23 Raton, 6; Maroons. 3; 4 protested modestly and then let it go
10c and
The
4 at that, never delaying the game for
4 (six innings.)
7.
here
26
fans
an
The
Instant.
3:
applauded
4
Dawson,
Maroons,
4 July
4 July 27 Dawson, 3; Maroons, 4. 4 the visitors' good plays just as vocifStore
4 July 29 Raton, 2; Maroons, 4. 4 erously as they, did the home" team's.
4 July 30 Raton, 13; Maroons, 6. 4' Wilson played a star game at the
Opposite Wells .'Fargo Office.
4 August 8 Raton, 14: Maroons, 4 Initial sack, handling the ball in grand
4 stvle.' That fly he caught back of
4 8.
4 August 9 Raton 5; Maroons 8. 4 first in the sixth was a difficult
Teacher Now, Willie where did you
4 August 10 Raton 2; Maroons 3. 4 chance to handle.
4 August 15 Raton, 7; Maroons 4. 4 "Brother"Smith Is a dandy on the get the chewing gum? I want the
4 August 16 itaton, 6; Maroons 8. 4 bases. In the eighth he beat the ball truth.
Willie You don't want the truth,
4 August 18 Dawson 5: Maroons 1. 4 to second and then worked the deteacher, an' I'd rather not tell a He.
4 August 18 Dawson 12; Maroons 4 layed steal to third.
2.
4 Old Barney may be a twirler but Teacher How dare you sayl don't
4 August 22 Amarillo 0; Maroons 4 that didn't make any difference to the wjant the truth? Tell me at once
where you got the chewing gum.
4 Maroons yesterday afternoon
4 6.
Willie Under your desk. Judge.
Wicks had better look out if he
4' August 23 Amarillo 2; Maroons 4
wears those socks, to Santa (e on
4 7.
Scientists have found that a grass
4 August 24 Amarillo 4; Maroons 4 the first and second, or Cleofes Rohonner can Jump 200 times Its own
mero will snatch him for an
4 7.
length. This fact; should be rememvict.
4
111.
wouldn't
bered by the collegian who thinks he
Maroons
Those suits of the
4
4
Standing of the Team
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Fletcher and 4 Won 20; lost 12; percentage .625. 4 be spoiled by a bath. It Is rumorea is KolnK to be needed in the world
the Jumping
children who had been the guests
that Fisher is working for the laun because he has broken
Record-Heralof Mr. and Mrs. William H. Stapp,
dry ticket so he can nave ms sun record Chicago
left for their home at Alamo, Mo.,
The Maroons made It three straight washed. By all means the uniforms!
once.
yesterday afternoon.
from the Amarillo cowboys yester- should be laundered at
Three eames won from Amarillo
United States Attorney David. 4. day, winning the third and last game
IahY an hlB family returned home ot the aeries. The final score was makes up for those defeats at Daw
ttiln afternon from a two days' visit 7 to 4.
son. So tar this season tne maroons
games and
to the Gate City. Mr. Leahy went to
nvA nlaved thirty-tw- o
The came was never In doubt. "InRaton to attend the dedication of the 1un" Smith was in excellent form and won twenty of that numher, having
new Elks' home.
never allowed enough hits In any one a percentage of .625.
run.
Mrs. John Howard Clary, and her
"Injun" Smith pitcnea Deauium
inning to permit more than one
f nA cunnnrr ana r,m vosterdav. Had he not eased
sister. Miss Louise Cunningham, leu t
this evening for El Paso, Tex., the but for easing up in the last three in- - Up toward the end he would have had
Buisi
home of the former. Mrs. Clary had
would have held the visitors a shut out.
Archie Yes, he noranR from the been the guest of her parents here for nings two scores. In two Instances
The Maroons and the Cowboys
to but
people.
over
the
the doume-p.ay- s
shared
ten
Dast
days.
the
the
tossed
sphere
when he
Archibald Well. he didn't spring
Mrs. Phil Praeger and three sons, home Plate, the ball was rapped on Amarillo turning me umi m u
far.
ond and the home boys In the fourth.
nf Bnswell. who. with Mr. Praeger, the nose for long hits.
of matne
from
auto
an
buck
trip
are making
Again wicks namme.-- u
Both teams did their share of
v
wuu
pmw vallev metropolis to Trinidad,
work, and while tmt eignt mw wei Dagger
arrived in Las Vegas last night, com 6arnered off the opposing pitchers, out with the bases empty
train from Chapelle. m at- severa
u
l
.
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER ing by
river
Vesterday.
That catch of
tempting to cross the Pecos
13111
J3aruBiuoi,
Ula
01
All
Kinae
on
given.
'
a f atu e of
.
was
vesreraav
seventh
Estimates t arnished
aiteruuou,
in
the
his
early
ai. iwiwv
'
fame, got his bumPings
league
neces
was
it
and
n,,firtinr job Work a Specialty.
v
t stalled
Dt
and after allowing the game auu u.o
Opposite Optic crv to send here for assistance. Mr. in the game, in the fourth to boost for the throw and held the runner
Phnn Main 336.
.,v,
cfotiB
cuuucu "
retired in ravor at first was grem..i
Praeger arrived here this afternoon,
con the score three runs,
the
and
party
car,
the
driving
snrrpl" Adams. Adams went in
Phone Main 357.
tinued on to Colorado
Mm with the tally 5 to 1
IV '"V O"
a goou
against him, but he pitched
BEULAH BUDGET ,.and neia tne io-nevertheless,
WOtr,
blad
and
inLoi .inwn during the remaining
UU uvi. oiinw" vrair kidney
Kia tn dovnlon beyond tne Lioaer
more runs being
-"
Kid.
- - www two
i -IliUhOi
racn 01 iwcvxn-I
Beulah, N. M., Aug. 25. Recent
ney f urn.
.. .
.
t,0i nr
35
all
of
Main
"
"
full
crops
assured
A batting rauy
5
This is Phone
stop irregularities
Capital Paid in
extra
and Red
me nlnth netted the gitors an
aaa this marks the
promptness. O. G. Schaefer
farm
proaucts,
i
Tiolr tntftl RCore to 4.1
fh lilitnrv
Cross urus
most prosperous ymi
tany, .eweiiiuB .".
rnTi3
rramA WPrA the- faStl
..,1 nll winit
Dry
Parisian
the
'eaturea oi
This is
0f New Mexico iuu
Ellis
and
Fisher
i,a hnw ollv and velvety fielding of Wilson, Cook tor the vis- - ,ri rnnnpd with statehood.
Cleaners
Qvm
1(v.aiH and
i,n
in onto tiartv chaperoned by P. J.
s voice
man
erurr
a
nhrinr of the Meadow City, spent
oii. tn a nreLiv Kini,
iters, ine uua
AB. R. H. PO. A. B. several days on the Sapello fishing.
J. M. CllNNINUnAm. rrniacm
Amarillo.
We Clean Anything
0 0
S 0 0 0
PRANK5PRINaER, Vice President
Tom Foster, the well known painter
If.
Wooward.
0 is at Beulah this week putting the
5 0
.
rr Pilla will check the Reynolds, rf
J
Trl
Foley iviuiK?
5 1 2 6 3 0 finishing touches on the Barker resiCook, lb
We will call and get the 1 pro.r-e- of your Iddneyj
0
5 0 0
. Lewis, cf. ....
trouble ana neai
1 cause.doods. Good-by- e
.hria Wnrtz. of Las Vegas, one of
2
Tryuiem.
Simms, 3b. ..
Vo
satita Pe emnloyes. with his Wife;
1 0 0 0 2ti0
Red Cross xmig w
Barngrover, p.
dina. ,a lew days rln,
1 4 6:8
h
Manning, :?b.
eanvon of the SapeUa
3 0 0 0
aonin
Harper., c.
rvi. '4 'fr 2 2
Pete Roth, the rustling Las Vegas
Leirt.'-esf- '
has been gathering up bo
1
0
butcher
0
2
'
Adams, P.
fnr his market this week
There is complaint of cattle dylns?
-- 36 4 8 15 15 3
Totals
from Twisonlng. One man found four
ago
civtK At
few
AB.R.H.PO.AvE. hPnH In a Dile dead asome days
Las Vegas.
is
sneak
misnected
a
that
1
it
..4 1 2 2 0
Smith. B. c. ..
built
poisoning
by
homes
up
ooverine
deviltry
0
3
beautiful
0
0
0
4
Smith, L. P.
These are the two large
Company. Each
FlshBrT-2b- .
Improvement
Mutual
PonlnhHofi will be on hand this
the
1
modern
3 0
Lockhart, 2b
hL eight rooms and bath with
n
i
Tid Veeras fair, with
2
m
4
INTERS
Wicks, ss
be decotated and put
ranch
of
products.
1
0"
samples
0
4 1 1
f.o-f-.-f

the Best

Detachable Handles

I

Treatment

44444444444 4
Barr is the new captajn of the

-

You Get

We Give You the Latest
and Best Goods, the
Best Instructions and
Always Courteous '.

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

IN

When You Get a Hull Umbrella

t

v'

W

OPTICIAN

JEWELER.

.

f

jm x

5c,

Y4

A

Notice to Subscribers

,

Any reader of The Optic who" contemplates leaving
the city during the summer months may have The Optic
sent to any address outside of Las Vegas by leaving word

The address can be changed as
Subscribers should give the old address
. often as desired.
when asking to have the paper Sent to a new location.

at "the business

--

office.

RETAIL PRICES- 20o per 10t lb.
25o per 100 Iba.
80o ptr 100 lbs.
100 lb.
Oo
100 lb.
50o

ifiOO

lbs. of More, Each Delivery
lbs. to 2,000 Iba, Each Delivery
200 lb, to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
Each Delivery
50 lb, to 200 lb
Lea Than 50 lb., Each Delivery

1,000

25c

Pr

pr

AGUA PURA COMIPANY
the Purity
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice,
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Office

Famous

701

Douglas Avenue.

'

ex-co- n

e,

Y

444444444444

Y

,,-,- .

Frank Revell,

.

The
Science of
Selling

Yes

OPTIC

WOOL.
BAIN WAGONS

and Daalor In

RACINE VEHIGIES- -"

II

N. M Tucumcari,
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque
N
Pecos, M. M.,
M.,
Rpwe,
Corona, N,
Tnniaaa, oiuiauw

....,,,

Yes

110

MWJ

F O R.

Numbers

in "

l"'

for desirable tenants,
SSTipS
Dollars per month.
Forty-Fiv- e

;TliiliiiiJnir"
H ,
S3

'

Phone Main 40.

111 10

Surplus

Loans,

r

Rent

I

Corporation

cf.

3
3
3

lb. .'.'i
Ellis, ct.
Montano, rf
Barr, of.

2
0

1 14
0 2

4
0

0
0
0
0

Sweet charity may cover
A multitude of sins.
0 0 0
But even stunning bathing suits
Shins.7 22 166
pveal some knobby
,
ijudge.;
Smith

1110
O

-

Totals
Summary:

7

Struck

onty

"

on Time Deposits
"

MIND YOUR. SAVINGS

willtake
"Take care of the pennies and the dollars
a&ever.lSYou
now
trite
as
care of themselves" is just '
them aWayin,some
can't "mind your savings' by tucking
is
needed
Aiwim corner. What is
"

'

X SAVINGS DANK

10 111
115
12 13

Nelson,
Wilson,

PAld
"

,!.

reel

tire
A. FLEMING, Manager.

GEORGE

D. T. H0SKIN3. Ceshler

hu

:

-

!

Interest

:

00
31

RI E N T

--

-

10

u.u..

N. M,

$50,000.00

Yes

m

ctLcfl""

SEVEN HOUSES

$100,000.00

'""

CO.

GROCERS
HIDES and PELTS
--

H. T. Davis

.

a

WHOLESALE

w

Yes

class in the southwest use the

KELL Y
CROSS, (Inooporatod)

ly

.....

To reach this

WANT COLUMNS

First class work
and best
terials is my
Estimotto.cheerful'
mates

....

of prospective buyers.

Farms

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

-

1

If it may be termed a science must
include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number

to deposit either dimes
like this one. It's at your disposal
on and up to the palleads
habit
or dollars. The savings
habit
grows and the sensation is
ace of wealthdom. The
a pleasing one.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

,.

,.,

'i
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Estray Aovertiaemerl
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Guillenno Salas, Santa Rosa, N. M.
One red stallion, 2 or 3
years old, 400 lb.
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to ldim
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Sept. 8, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albud'teraue. N. M.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it THE LOBBY
'
$
may concern that the following de
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR OINNERS
scribed estray animal was taken up by
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
H. A. DeLancey, Hurley, N. M.
'
One black male horse. 8
years eld, $50 lbs., 13 bands.
Branded
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
On left shoulder
Branded
brothers always welcome to Us
On left hip
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
Said animal being unknown to this
wigwam. . W. O. Wood, sachflh )
A. M. Regular comBeard, unless;! aimed by owner on or
David Flint chief of records aaf
munication first and
before Sept 8, 1911, said date being 10
collector of wampum.
third Thursday in each
days after last appearance of this admonth. Visiting broth,
vertisement said estray will be sold
era cordially Invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second as4
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER First pub. Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11.
H.
by this Board for the benefit of the William H.
TISEMENTS
fourth Tuesday evening of sack
Stapp. W. M.; Chas.
owner when found.
Flv cenU par Una each Insertion.
Estray Advertisement
Secretary.
Sporleder,
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
SANITARY
CATTLE
First pub. Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11.
BOARD,
Notice ta hereby given to whom It
Eatlmata alx ordinary wordi to
Advertisement
may concern that the following de
Brothers are cordially invited. Q.
N.
M.
Estray
Albuquerque.
Advertisement
NO.
2,
LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY,
tin. No ad to occupy lata apaca than scribed estray animal was taken by Notice la hereby given to whom It Notioe Estray
'11.
is
First
25,
last
15,
Aug.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D-- W.
to
Aug.
pub.
pub.
hereby
whom
it
given
two tines. All advertlaamanta charg fiavio Gonzales, Red River, N. up
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
M.
may concern that the following deconcern that the following der r
ed will be booked at apace actually
Condon, Secretary
One gray colt 3 years old. scribed estray animal was taken up by may
conclave second Tues-A. A. Rlblett, Buchanan, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Estray Advertisement
each month at
set, without regard to number of Branded
fa
day
Notice is hereby riven to whom it
One iron gray horse mule. Pedro L. Cordova, Ablqulu, N. M.
D. F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesworda. Cash In advance preferred
On left hip
Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
3 years old, 700 ibs., 13 hands.
One sorrel mare, 10 years may concern that the' following deS. C; Chas. Tamme, ReSaid animal being unknown to this
day evenings each month, at FraBoucher,
old 600 lbs., 4
scribed estray animal was taken up by
feet.
Branded
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
corder.
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Branded
Nestor Montoya, Ablqulu, N. M.
On left hip
before Sept. 8, 1911, said date being 10
Brothers
On
One
and
face
7
cordially invited to attend.
Said animal being unknown to uiu
white,
yellow
right hip
days after last appearance of th's adCHAPTER NO. 3,
VEGAS
LAS
4
10
700
B.
Pranded
old
F.
vertisement, said estray will be sold Board, unless claimed by owner on --n
feet
tow,
lbs.,
years
McUulre,
President; E. 0,
J2
1
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
by this Board for the benefit of the before Sept 8, 1911, said date being 10
On left shoulder
Branded
Ward,
till
Secretary.
owner when found.
convocation first Monday
days after last appearance of this adSaid animal being unknown to this
ft. "j
un left ribs
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Mavertisement, said estray will be sold
month
at
each
In
I
Branded
,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Albuquerque. N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the Board, unless claimed by owner on or
I
First pub. Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11. owner when found.
before Sept. 8, 1911, said date being 10 On loPf rlKa
aji sonic Temple, at 7:30 H.p. NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
m. J. A. Rutledge,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Ear mark
aays after last appearance of this Art.
Thursday in O. R. C. hali. Pioneer
M.
N.
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
Albuquerque,
Said
animal
said
vertisement
Estray Advertisement
to
unknown
will
Optoc's Number, Main 2.
being
this
building.
be
sold
estray
Visiting memDera are cor.
Notice la hereby given to whom It First pub. Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11. by this Board for the
Board, unless claimed by owner on or secrstary.
Invited. W. R, Tipton, G. K.;
benefit
dially
of
the
concern
may
that the following de
before Sept. 8, 1911, said date being 10
owner when found.
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Estray Advertisement
after last appearance of this ad- RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
CATTLE
days
SANITARY
Jimmie Cooper, Jicarilla, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
BOARD,
s
One rred and white spot may concern that the following de
S. Meets
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LOD3E NO.
first and third
Albuquerque. N. M. vertisement said estray will be sold
scribed estray animal was taken up by First pub. Aug. 15, last pub.
WANTED A nice rug. Phone Main ted muley cow, 12 years old.
1.
'11. by this Board for the benefit of the
25,
Meets every Monday evening at
Mil.
Aug.
In
Masonic
Temple.
W. R. Sterling. Noeal. N. M.
owner when found.
401. '
Branded
their
hall on Sixth street All lait-inM.
Matron;
One black mare and colt, 8
Agnes
Tripp, Worthy
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
On left ribs
Estray Advertisement
brethren
cordially invited to at
14
850
hands.
years
old,
lbs.,
B.
Thomas
Bowen, Worthy Patron;
Notice la hereby given to whom It
WANTED Second hand roll top
Albuquerque, N. M.
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
Branded
may concern that the following de- First pub. Aug. 15. last
rm
desk. Address box 548 Las Vegas.
Minerva
A,
Mrs.
Howell, Secretary.
Ear marks
pub. Aug. 25, '11.
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elw'ood,
If'U scribed estray animal was taken up by
On right hip
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth, street.
H. E. Byers, Belen, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to tins
Secretary; W.'E. C rites, treasurer;
Branded
wm
WANTED At M. L. Cooley's livery Board, unless claimed
Estray Advertisement
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
One bay bailey horse, 6
by owner on or
On
shoulder
right
I0j years old, 700 lbs., 14 hands.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it EL
barn, two second hand open buggies. before Sept 8, 1911, said date being 10
NO
LODGE
DORADO
1,
Branded
may concern that the following dedaye after last appearance of this adBranded
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meeta MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
On right Jaw
WANTED
Man and wife to work for vertisement, said estray will be sold
scribed estray animal was taken up by
On
left
Aieet in tie forest of
hip
Said animal being unknown to uim
every Monday evesame family, woman must be an by this Board for the benefit of the
brotherly
H. A. DeLancey, Hurley, N. M.
Said
beineTr?
owner when found.
animal
love
nikiumm
unless
Board,
claimed
owner
at the Fraternal Brotherhood
on
or
by
ning In Castle hall.
average good cook and man capable
One bay male, 8 years, 900
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
before Sept 8, 1911, said date being 10 ioard, unless claims h
hall, on the second and fourth Friof milking and doing general work
13 hands.
before Sept 8, 1911, said date
Visiting Knights are
Albuqueraue. N. M.
days after last appearance o this adbeing 10 lbs.,
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay,
about the house. Apply to General First pub. Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11. vertisement said
Branded
Invited.
cordially
estray will be sold daye after last appearance of this ad- Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visit
On left shoulder
by this Board for the benefit of the cuwmeni, said estray will be sold
Secretary T. M. C. A.
Chas. E. Liebech
bv this Board for the benefit
owner
when
found..
ing
neighbors are especially welcome
of the
Branded
Estray Advertisement
nier, Chancellor
owner when found
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
and
On
cordially invited.
left
hip
Commander. Harry
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuaueraue. N. M
may concern that the f olio win d- mark
Ear
AlhlinitAirmiA
xr
First
of
Martin,
pub.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Keeper
Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11.
First pub. Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11.
Said animal being unknown to this
Jimmie Cooper, Jicarilla, N. M.
Records and Seal.
FOR SALE Two counter show cases,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
One red cow, 2 years old.
Estray Advertisement
cheap. Chas. Rosenthal.
before Sept 8, 1911, said date being 10 BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
Branded
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Estray
Advertisement
F, R. LORD
I
. . .
..
may concern that the following deNotioe Is hereby given to whom It days after last appearance of this ad UNION OF AMERICA
jn leit snouiaer
Meets first
scribed
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all deanimal
was
estray
taken up by may concern that the following de- vertisement, said estray will be sold
DENTiST
Branded
and third Wednesdays of each
.cupula, euros, etaniey, N. M.
scriptions.
Notary seals and recOn left ribs
scribed estray animal was taken up by by this Board for the benefit of the
Office Pioneer Building
Two red bald face cows.
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
ords at The Optlo office.
owner when found.
G. B. Armstrong,
Branded
Rooms 3 and 4
Roswell, N. M.
Branded
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A. Office
Hn lftf kin"
CATTLE
SANITARY BOARD.
One
red
0
ball
Phone Main 57
5
faced
cow.
K
On left side
JL
Glvens, Secretary.
FOR SALE White Wyandotte hens,
Visiting mem- Residence
old.
N. M.
Ear marks
Albuquerque,
Main 418
Phone
jeats
One
gj
brown cow.
bers cordially invited.
$8 and $10 per doz., according to
First pub. Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11.
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded'
On left riba
quality. Mrs. M. E. Johnson, Hum Board, unless claimed by owner on or
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
On left side
AVC
before Sept 8, 1911, said date being 10
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO.
boldt, Kan.
Estray Advertisement
Ear
One
cow
red
DENTIST
marks
102
Meets
every Monday night at
days after last appearance of this ad'
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
hall
sold
in
said
will
their
be
Schmidt
Suite
the
vertisement,
4,
estray
Crockett
building,
concern
160
FOR SALE Improved ranch.
Building. Has phones
that the following de
ey tnls Board Tor
On left side
E Board, unloss claimed by owner on or may
weat of Fountain Square, at eight
at offlcs and residence.
acres unde-- Camtleldjreservolr, also owner when found. the benefit of the
waa taken up by
scribed
animal
estray
Said animal being unknown to tins before Sept 8, 1911, said date
o'clock. Visiting members are cor10 Jim Nunn, Lanark, N. M.
10 acres under Irrigation, both close
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or days after last appearance of being
dially welcome. E. EL Gehring, presiadthis
In. Write or phone T. T. Turner.
One
9
Albuqueraue. N. M.
brown mare,
or id
ATTORNEYS
before Sept. 8, 1911, said date being 10
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, SecreFirst pub. Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11,
vertisement, said estray will be sold years, 650 lbs.
days after last appearance of this ad- by this Board for the
C.
Treasurer.
Pally,
tary;
benefit of the
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
by this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
Estray Advertisement
On left shoulder and hip
HA
owner
CATTLE
when
SANITARY BOARD,
found.
Notice Is
HUNKER & HUNKER
Said animal being unknown to this . E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
given to whom it
FOR RENT Rooms for light house nay concernhereby
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
that the following de
N.'M. Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque,
O.
I.
B.
B.
of
Meets
Attorneys at Law
Tuesfirst
every
Albuauernnn M m
cribed estray animal was taken up by
keeping. 721 Fourth street.
First pub. Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11. First pub. Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11. before Sept 8, 1911, said date bein 10
New Mexico
day of the month in the vestry Las Vegas
Pablo Romero, Pastura, N. M.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
days after last appearance of this ad
t:
One dark mule, 15 years
FOR RENT Five large furnished
Estray Advertisement
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
vertisement, said
will be sold
Estray Advertisement
rooms for housekeeping, with privi- old, medium height
Notice is hereby given to whom it by this Board for estray
MASSAGE
Notice
is hereby given to whom it
the
Isaac Appel,
benefit
of
cordially invited.
the
Branded
of
if
Corner
three
lege
preferred.
may concern that the following de- owner when found.
IVI H may concern that the
SecCharles
President;
Greenclay,
On
National and It. R. Aves.
right hip
following de- scribed estray animal was taken
up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
retary.
Branded
MJ1 scribed estray animal was taken up by Pedro L.
MRS. OLL1E SHEARER
Cordova, Ablqulu, N. M.
A.
A.
XT
Rlblett
Buchnnan
f
On left hip
Albuquerque, N. M.
ElJ
Masseuse and Midwife
One sorrel mare, .10 years First
t:
One brown horse mule, 5 600
pub. Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11 RED MEN
Said animal being unknown to this
Meet in Fraternal Broth- Residence Phone
Main 308
lbs., 4
feet
unless
claimed by owner on or years old, 850 lbs., 14
Board,
hands.
Parlor
che
erhood
hall
Phone
fourth
LOST Heavy gold band ring, Wed- before
the
of
Massage
Branded
.
sleep
Vegas 75
Sept 8, 1911, said date being 10 Branded
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
On left shoulder
How's This?
Thursday of each month, eighth
nesday evening at Plaza or between day ifter last appearance of this ad
On loft Innr
breath. Visiting and Saturdays.
thirtieth
run,
there and Castaneda. Liberal re- vertisement said estray will be sold
Said animal being unknown to this We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
Branded
ward for any case of catarrh that can.
this
Board
for
the
by
benefit
of the
ward. C. Batchelor, 1020 Douglas.
unless
Board,
claimed
owner
on
or
by
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
On left hip
ownei when found.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Said animal being unknown to this before Sept 8, 1911, said date being 10
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
More ipeople, men and women, are
We, the undersigned, have known
days after last appearance of this ad
N. M.
Albuauerque.
unless
Board,
claimed
owner
on
or
by
Buffering from kidney and bladder First pub. Aug. 15, last
vertisement, said estray will be sold F. J. Cheney for the last 15
pub. Aug. 25, '11. before Sept 8, 1911, said date
trouble than ever before, and each
being 10 by this Board for the benefit of the believe hin perfectly honorable in all
year more of them turn for quick redays after last appearance of this ad- owner
usmesfc transactions, and financially
when found.
lief and permanent benefit to Foley's
ble to carry out any obligations made
Estray Advertisement
said estray will be sold
vertisement,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Kidney Remedy, which has proven itnis linn.
y
this
Board for the benefit of the
self to be one of the most effective may concern that the following de- by
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN
Albuquerque, N. M.
owner
found.
when
scribed
was
animal
taken up by
estray
remedies for kidney and bladder ailWholesale Druggists. Toledo. O
First
15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11.
pub.
Aug.
.
M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
uaiiegos, i'otrmo, N.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
ments, that medical Science has de- joe
vised. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
One red female cow, 6 years
nally, acting directly upon the blood
Albuquerque, N. M.
and mucous surfaces of t.h avctAm
stray Advertisement
Drug Co.
old, 60Q lbs., 4 hands.
First pub. Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, 11.
is
Notice
to
It
whom
hereby
Testimonials sent free. Price, 75c per
given
.
Branded
m
may concern that the following de- otue. aoia oy ail Druggists.
A well known Des Moines woman
On left ribs
t
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Estray Advertisement.'
Take Hall's Family Puis for const!
efter suffering miserably for two days Said animal
PHONE MAIN 227
Notice is hereby given to whom it Pedro L. Cordova, Ablqulu, N. M.
being unknown to uiis
ation.
rom bowel complaint was cured by
unless
claimed
owner
on
Board,
or
by
One gray mare, 9 years old,
may concern that the following de
one dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Chol before
Sept 8, 1911, said date being 10 scribed
era and Diarrhoea Remedy. For sale
animal was taken up by 650 lbs., 4 feet
estray
Many a Sufferina Woman
days after last appearance of this ad J. A.
Branded
y all druggists.
Rogers. Wlllard. N. M.
vertisement said estray will be sold
Drags herself painfully through her
V.!
,Y.n.,,1Aa
loft
ft
3
One stallion
this Board for the benefit of the
years old,
dally tasks, suffering from
Do not allow your kidney and blad- by
owner when found.
Sati animal being unknown to iui4 headache, nervousness, looa backache,
600 lbs 13 hands high.
nt amu
der trouble to develop beyond the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Board, unless claimed by owner on o. tlte and poor sleep, not knowing her
Branded
mm
KidTake
medicine.
reach of
before Sept 8, 1911, said date being 10 ins are aue to
Foley
Albuqueraue. N. M.
.
Kianey and bladder trouyjffi
On left hip
ney Pills. They give quick results and First pub. Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 2S, '11.
after last appearance of this ad bles. Foley Kidney Pills give quick
with surprising
Said animal being unknown to this days
stop irregularities
said
vertisement,
estray will be sold relief from pain and misorv and
promptness. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Board, unloss claimed by owner on. or by this Board for the benefit of the prompt return to health and strength.
Cross Dru? Co.
owner
found.
when
ino woman who so suffers can afford
before Sept 8, 1911, said date being 10
Estray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice la hereby given to whom it days after last
to overlook Foley Kidney Pills. O. G.
of
ad'
this
appearance
Albuqueraue. N. M. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Foley Kidney Pills will check the may concern that the following de- vertisement said
will
sold
be
estray
First pub. Aug. 15. last pub. Aug. 25, '11.
progress of your kidney and bladder scribed estray animal was taken up by
by this Board for the benefit of the
trouble and heal by removing the J. O. Leatherwood, Stanley, N. M.
Seemed to dive Him a New Stomach
cause. Try them. O. G. Schaefer and
One black mare pony, 7 owner when found.
1 suffered intensely after
eatimr
Red Cross Drug Co.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
years, old 700 lbs.
Hay Fever, Asthma and Summer Colds ana no meuicine or
treatment I
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M. Must be relieved quickly and Foley's seemed to do any good," writes H.tried
M.
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
Ip
On left shoulder
First pub. Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11 Honey and Tar Compound will do it Youngpeters, Editor of The Sun. Ijik
amon all
M. Stewart 134 Wolfram
Chi-agE
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
St,
View, Ohio. "The first few doses of
Branded
particular
is
worth
thing
most.
writes: "I have been greatly Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tnh.
Loss of Time Means Loss of Pay troubled
On left hip
That
hot
summer
the
want
to
during
sell
is
you
property
WORTH MOST to someKidney trouble and the ills 'it breeds months with hay fever and find that lets gave me surprising relief and the
Said animal being unknown to this
one who reads the ads. inj this newspaper-r-anto many
second Dome seemed to give me a
Board, unless claimed by owner on or means lost time and lost pay 1214
would never
Com
by
and
Tar
using
Foley's
Honey
new stomach and perfectly
Lit-l- e
working man. M. Balent
good
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
before Sept 8, 1911, said date being 10
pound I get great relief." Many others health." For sale by all
so
111.,
was
Penna
druggists.
Streator,
St,
who suffer similarly will be glad to
days after laBt appearance of this ad- ad from kidney
and
trouble benefit
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
vertisement said estray will be Bold hat he could not work,bladder
by Mr. Stewart's experience.
newspaper, want
but he says: O. G. Schaefer
Red Cross Drug Co.
and.
are anxious to find and pay cash for)xoks,
by this Board for the benefit of the I took
(and
a
for
Pills
bnilKPB
ma.v
Cuts
In
honlori
Kidney
Foley
and
he
only
automobiles
owner when found.
,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
hort time and got entirely well and
about one-thithe time required by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
anv
'
was soon able to go back to work,
the usual treatment bv annlvlnir P.hnm.
sort, and musical instruments.
Albuquerque, N. M.
am
and
well
now.
and
healthier
than
it
Now
to
feeling
is
the
berlaln's
time
Buy
an
Liniment It is
buy
First pub. Ang. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11.
antiseptic
before." Foley Kidney Pills are tonic a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Chol and causes jucn Injuries to heal with
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible
of all
in action, quick in results a good era and Diarrhoea Remedy. It is al out maturation. This liniment also re
sorts of things, they have come to be the buyers
possible
finders'of
Subscribers desiring address chang friend to the working man or woman most certain to be needed before the lieves soreness of the muscles and
tri,
best markets! ,
ed please state both the old and the who suffers from kidney pills. O. G. summer is over. This remedy has no rheumatic rains. For sale by all drue-Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
new address, '
superior. For sale by all druggists. gists.
,
j.
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Estray Advertisement
Notice Tj hereby given to whom It
Notioe is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by may concern that the following deJose Melquiades Aragon, Chamlta, N. scribed estray animal was taken up by
Louis Bays, TucumcarL N. M.
AL
.
One gray mare, 15 years
t:
One dark brown male horse
old, 600 lbs., 13ft hands high.
8 years old, 700 lbs., 13 hands.
Branded
Branded
f
On left shoulder
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to thla
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed bv 'owner on or
before Sept 8, 1911, said date being 10 before Sept 8, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad- drye after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board tor the benefit of the
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
owner
when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Aug. 15, last pub. Aug. 25, '11.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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Gelae, $40; a piece of land fronting Inches of lots
15, 18. 17. frontlnjr on coin avenue
so feet on north
side
ave

lyil.

.

im

:

beginning at alley be 22. 23, 24, 25, Mrs. Matt!a Green, Dillon, $20 each; lota 4. 5, Herbert W. 28, 29, SO, Investment ft Agency cor
of Douglas
the north side of National avenue be$20 each; lota 26, 27, 28, Fletcher E. Brown, $20 eaoh; lota 6, 7. A. A. Jones poratlon. $20 each; lota 81, it, ant
Entered nue. Beginning at the alley between ginning ft the alley between Fourth tween Sixth and Seventh42 trees, and
record, tie Cltv rv.nn.Mi
runninc thenoa eaat tor
feet, H. G. England, $20 each; rear 25 feet of lots $20 each; lota 8, 9, F. O. Blood, $20 south half of 33, E. O. Thomta, $50;
twmroaa
.t y i.m. and Fifth streets.
Gram!
hhm
R, J. TauDert. Coors, $33.60; lot C subdivision of 1, 2, fronting 25 feet on Washington each; lota 10, 11, E. L. Goff, $20 each; lota 34, 35, and north half of 22, W.
Vegas, New Mexico, haadeclar- - Jan, 40.
$50.60; the west 85 feet of lots 15, 16, tots 7. 8, 9. 10, 11, 12, fronting 50 feet avenue, Charles H. Stevenson, $20.
lota 12, 13, 14, 15, 16. 17, 18, 19, 20. 21, E. Robertson, $50; lots D, E. F, Marls)
7-,- Tt
Block,
in
18,
urceesary
lots
2.
Mrs.
6,
4.
3,
5,
1,
Proper,
17, fronting 85 feet on the north aid a of ou north
Block 38; lota 1, 2, 3, 4, Florence H. 22, 23, Trinidad G. de Baca, $20 each; and Aureus M. Baca, $20 each .
aide of Lincoln avenue, A. H.
of the said
M.
to have constructed and City Council 10, A. Grlswold, $20 each; lots 7, 8, 9, National Ave. from the corner of Na- Harris, $40; lot B, being subdivision Sterns, $20 each; lota 5, 6, 7, 8, F. H. lota 24, 25, E. G.
See. 16. The following described
Murpheyy, $20 eaoh;
11, 12. 13. 14. 15. 1G. 17. 18. 19. H. tional avenue and Fifth street. Mar- maintained
of lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, fronting 50 Crall, $20 eaoh; lota 9. 10, 11, 12, Mary lota 26, 27, 28, 29, 30. 31. Trinidad G. pieces of land are assessed the
voruon or tha Bald City of u. coors, 20 each.
xt ,
Hum
lots
Smckfadden,$68r
feet on north side of Lincoln avenue, L Davis, $20 each; lots 13, 14, George de Baca, $20 each; lota 32, 33, Frank amounts herein designated:
WhiCl to d6Baribed as fo!- Block 19; lots 11, 12, 13. 14, W. H. jone
low's- 18, 19, 20, 2L heirs of F. B. January
A, be Arnot, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, F. S. Roy, $20 each; lots 34, 35. 36, C
A piece of land It. Block 2 of the Key
Shultz, $20 each: lot 15. J. H. Smith. $20 each; lots 22. 23. Mrs, Cora S. OpUo Publishing Co.. $40; lot 10,
11, Brush, $20 each; lots 18, 19, 20, H. J.
subdivision of lots 7, 8, 9,
$20 eaoh; lota 37, 38. heirs nolds and Harrold addition and comThe main line of the Atchison, To- - $20; lots 16, 17, 18, 19. H. W. Kelly, "enner, 20 each; lots 24, 25, 26, F. H. ing
$20 each; lots 20, 21, 22, 23,
Kate fierce, Z0 each: lota 27. 28. Chas. 12, fronting 50 feet on north, side of Mueller, $20 each; lota 21, 22, 23, 24, of F. B. January, $20 each; lots 39, prising lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. IS, 14,
u bm
e railway company
Lincoln avenue, Nathaniel Fetterman, J C. & Marvlna Johnsen, $20 each; 40, Mrs. J. A. Patterson, $20 each; IE, 16, 23, 24, 25, 26. 27. 28, 29, 30, SI
25.
24.
Bertha
$20
lota
Wright,
each:
on the east; Lincoln avenue to
Rosenthal, $20 each.
$40; lota 13. 14. Chris Wiegand, $20 lots 25, 26, 27, 28, and 34 feet on rear lots 41. 42, Ethel M. Bowen, $20 each. 32, thereof and fronting 300 feet oai
Tenth
Ben
28.
27,
$20
lots
Chambers,
each:
Block 30 ; lota 1. 2, 3. Mrs. Olive
street on the South: on th wo ,
lot 15, Peter Roth, $20; lot 16, of lots 27, 28,whioh latter faces Wash-intgo- n
Block 6; lot 1, Adolph Teitle Friedman avenue, St Anthony's San-each;
a line from the center of the Inter- Uoles, $20 each.
Boucher, $20 eaoh; lota 4 6, 6. Laa Ve
M. Cunningham, $20; lota 17, 18,
avenue, Mrs. Evallne C. Ben- baum, $20; lot 2 Tranqulllno Gonza- tarium. $240.
3.
Sec
The lots and pieces of gas Savings Bank, $20 each; lota 7, A. O.
section of Tenth street and Lincoln
Wheeler, $20 each; lota 19, 20, jamin, $107.20.
les 20; lots 3, 4, Carrie Belle A piece of land on the east side of
land In the San Miguel Town Co s ad s. , Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal, $20 each:
aenue, thence north to Columbia ave- dltion
Mrs. M. J. Rellly. $43.20;
lot 21,
Block S9, lota 1, 2, 3, Frank Sprin- Vogt, $20
are
as
follows:
lota 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, Mrs. Railroad avenue and bounded on the
60
assessed
east
the
lota
feet
of
17,
15,
18,
16,
nue; thence along Columbia avenue
heirs of F. B. January, $18; lot 22, ger, $20 each; lota 4, 5, 6, Atchison, Trinidad G.each;
Block
sub
de
lots
B.
C,
D,
$20 each; lota 28, north by Main avenue and extending;
19;
A,
Baca,
on
being
19,
National
avenue, $48, Mrs. Pauline Graaf, $18; lot 23 front Topeka & Santa Fe railway Co., $20
east to Eighth street; thence north
fronting
29, 30, Browne & Manzanares Co.. $20 thence 150 feet south, Atchison, To-padivision of lots 1, 2, 3, Mrs. S. A. Chaf-fl- M. M. Sundt; the west 82 feet 3 Inch
to Raynolds avenue: thence
25
lot
Chris
$20;
$20
Win.
P.
Wiegand,
feet,
lots
Mills,
7, 8,
eaoh;
each;
& Santa Fe Railway Co., $120.
east
lots 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, C. D.
75 feet on Railroad ave es of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, fronting ing
40 feet on Sixth street. lota 9, 10, Mrs. Laura F. Blood, $20 each;
24,
xwnoios avenue to Sixth street; nue, fronting
A piece of land lying on the east
$20 each; lota 41. 42, Ed Ban
$60; lots E, F. being subdivision on National avenue, Francis H. Olney, Chrisfronting
Boucher,
.
$32.
Wiegand,
tjo. :enie:
each; lota 11. 12, 13, 14, F. H. Pierce
side of Kallroad avenue and bounded
ts 1. 2. 3. fronting 50 feet on Na-- $65.80; lots 20. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
Block 11; lota 1, 2, J. K. Martin, $20 each; lots D. E. F., fronting 75 ner $20 each; lots, Juan Sandoval, $20. on the south by Lincoln avenue aad
avenue. P. D. McElroy. $40; lot 27, 28, M. M. Sundt, $20 each; the fol $20
3
12.
Sec.
iota
The
. i. VUdWasr"Ta 4'tIonal
and
of
land
pieces
each; lots 3, 4, Jacob Kenestrick feet on Columbia avenue, Mrs. Otto In
thence north a distance of
Mrs- - S- - A- - Chaffln- - W; lots 5. 6, lowing subdivisions of what la known
the Ilfeld & Baca addition are as extending
i
$20
lot 5, Mm Rosana Kenes Grimm, $60; lota A. B. C, fronting
825 feet, Atchison, Topeka ft Santa
Henry Dinwoody. $20 each; lots 7, 8. as Phillips subdivision of Iota 10, 11, trick,each;
as
sessed
follows:
$20; lots 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, Thomas 75 feet on Columbia avenue, Ed S.
Mrs. L. H. Kerlee, $20 each; lots 9. 12, 13, 14 ; lot designated aa O, fronting
I
Block 2, lota 1. 2, 3, 4, M. L. Cooley Fe Railway Co., $660.
. avenu! 10Foster, $20 each: lota 7, 8, M. L. Coo-- Lewis, $60; lota 19, 20, 21, 22, Laura
A piece of land bounded on the
- V
2STh
$20 each; lota 25 feet on National avenue,
Me,dAfle,DUe
Montana
A.
H.
$20 each; lota 5 ,6, 7, Mary L. Davis,
C,
D.
13.
16,
14,
15,
lota
each:
$20
O.
23,
ley.
24,
lots
The
!
Atchl8on. T0Pka & 23. 29. Southwestern BuHding & Loan
Wltten, $20 each;
north by Main avenue, on the east by
$20; lot designated as 1, front Winters, $20 each; lota 17, 18, M. L. Mutual
$20
Wise,
lots
8,
William
J.
10,
eaoh;
9,
Railway company on the association. $20 eaoh; lot 30, Thos. Ins 40 feet on comer of Grand and Na
Grand avenue, and on the west by
Improvement Co., $20 each;
Cooler, $20 eaoh; lot 19, Mrs. M. J. lot s25, 26, Mrs. Katherine Earlckson, Mills, $20 each; lots 11,, 12, E. W. Hart Fifth street, fronting 75 feet on
"
P. Oay $20; lota 31, 32, Chas. H. Clay,
tional, Mary J. Wise, $32; lot desig- McDonald, i.20; lots 20, 21, Investment $20 each; lota 27, 28, Mrs. Anna M. $20 each; lota 13, 14-- 15, 16, L. E. Grand
avenue, Archbishop J. B. Pi
, $20 each; lot 33, Nellie Parish, $20; nated as 2, fronting 29 feet on Grand &
WHEREAS fh. aA nit- - n
Trainer, $20 each; lota 17, 18, Mrs.
Agency corporation, $20 each; lot
$20 each.
$60.
taval,
has elected that the whole of the lot 34' N",e Partsh $ir60; lot 35 avenue, H. A. Wise, $23.20; lota de- 22, Sarah E. AtWns, $20; lot 23, heirs Shout,
L.
Hattle
R.
J. Taupert
Thompson and
Block 40, lota 1, 2, Clarence Iden,
A
of land on the northwest
cost of said construction shall be as-- anLtho
signated as 3, 4, fronting 75 feet on of F. B. January, $20; lot 24, the Agua $20 each; lota 3, 4, 5, Mrs. Nellie $20 each; lots 19, 20, Daniel Stern, cornerpiece
fe,et. Llol34:H- of Main avenue and Eighth
Hulda
Mrs.
Rosenthal, Pura Co. of Laa Vegas, $20; the south
Grand avenue,
$20 each.
'
sessed against the lots and pieces of
VoT
O.
20
7,
lota
6,
A,
Schaefer,
street and fronting 58.2 feet on nortA
each;
&
Association. $20; $60.
i
Jand situate
Block 3; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, B. F. For- side
f18 Bu"',!n!?
fifty feet of lot 24, fronting 50 feet
$2 each; lots 8, 9, 10, A. A.
of Main avenue, Mrs. Marie Hay- &
37, 38 Southwestern Buildin
m
Block 31: lots l, 2. 3, P. J. Murpuy. on Seventh street beginning at the Wheeler,
C.
and
e
Evallne
$20
sythe
Benjamin,
Jones, $20 each; lot 11, Alice R. Long
ward, $46,56.
Marcos
$20;
lot
4,
Garduno,
6,
Mrs.
on
lots
$20
Tarn
F.
Emma
7,
each;
each;
the
me,
line
of
and
said
Lincoln
l
ting
Douglas $20; lot 12. C. H. Schirmer, $20; lots
alley .between
sewer, or so
A piece of land on the north side of
$20 each; lots 8, 9, 10, Simon Bacharnear thereto as to be. in the opinion
8,dJ? ? lots 5, 6, Investment & Agency Cor- avenues, heirs of F. B. January. $40. 13, 14, Alice
f?f
R, Long, $20 each; the
Main avenue beginning 68.2 feet frost
Mrs.
E.
8,
lota
1,
$20
$20
KetW.
each;
lots
11,
each;
12, 13, 14,
poration,
Block 12, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Emma
west one half of lots 15, 16, 17. 18, 19, ach,
the N. W. corner of Main avenue and
S. de Borrejro. $20 each; lota 9, 10, ner and J. M. Turnbull, $20 each; lots 20,
75 feet on Columbia ave R. Tipton, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, Eighth street and extending thenoa
fronting
lot
11,
$20
each;
Damado Gailegos,
5. 6. Bertie Q. Jameson, $20 each; nue, B. S. Gowan, $60; the east half 18, Jessie E. Haydon, $20 each; lots 86.2 feet
M c,w
west, Chan. F. Hummel,
Adolph' Teitlebaum. $20; lots 1Z, 13, lots 7. 8. Las Vegas Town Co.. $20 of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, 19. 20, fronting 19, 20, Mae Henry, $20 each.
nag oraainea,
$68.96.
tha, J20 efwh. lota 5 e ? ?20 each; Manuel F. Bustos, $20 each; lot 15,
13.
Sec.
C.
The
Iota
L.
and
of
14,
13,
12,
9,
11,
lota
pieces
10,
75
feet on Columbia avenue, Sophie
A piece of land on the north side
lot 8, fronting 60 feet on Grand ave- Seneca T. Kline, $20; lots 16, 17, each;
v
it effollow . ? nue.
Ilfeld, $20 each; lota 15, 16, 17, 18. D. Molse. $60; lots 21, 22, Sadie S. land In the Elston addition are assess- of Main avenue, beginning at a point
Lydia M. MoNair and Constance fronting 50 feet on Railroad avenue, Las Vegas Town Co., $20 each: lot
follows:
ed
as
lot ;J-144.4
McClanahan, $20 each; lota 23, 24, E.
from the N. W. corner of
Lot 1, fronting 40.5 feet on Seventh Main feet
Marv Colville. $40: lots 18, 19, rront 19, Mrs. Mattie S. Green, $20; lots 20, E. W. Layton, $20
10
each; lota 25 ,26,
avenue and Eighth street and
L , thQ
d,a M. McNair and Constance L. lng 50 feet on National avenue and a 21, Alfred Nolette, $20 each: lots 23, Norman
40.5
lot
on
38,
feet
fronting
and Jean G. Skinner, $20 street,
thereof fronting 50 feet on Kai' 24, A. O. TJ. W. R. E. & I., $20 each. each; lots 27, 28, A. J. Wertz, $20 Sixth street, Southwestern Realty Co. extending thenoe 51.5 west, Lizzie V.
Main avenue, part
$41.20.
100
feet
on
w
Wonting
road avenue, Seneca T .Kline,
$64.80; lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, Carpenter,
Ieg7 NTMed?;
Sec 6. The lots and pieces of land each.
A piece of land on the north sldd
oris
Archbishop J. B. Pitaval, $80; a piece lots 20. 21. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, in the Blanchard & Co's addition are
17.
13,
15,
14,
18,
Southwest
1?,
37,
16,
Block 50; lots A. B. subdivision of
f th of
of Main avenue beginning at the InterlD,J0n
n "
?
wt side of Fifth 20. Kate Wright, $20 each: the rear assessed as" follows:
said City r,be'
heirs of Mrs. S. C. Gale, ern Realty Co., $20 each; north one section of Main and National avenues
Council, benefited by the
berinnine at the allev between 75 feet of lot 20 fronting 75 feet on Block 5. lots 1, 2. 3, Marie Sellar 17, 18, 19, C.20, D.
of
lot
half
Southwestern
25,
Rea'ty and
$40; lots
oonstruction .thereof, and each and Ma, and Natl0nal avenues andfront- E., same subdivision,
thence east 751.4 feet
National avenue, Kate Wright, $60; Bullard. $20 each: lots 4. 5, 6, Terri Ambrosio Sandoval, $60; lot F, same Co., $10; lots B. C. Mae Henry, New running
one mereoi is merer ore nereby tnr R0 fwt south from said
Mexico
Normal
evT
University,
Mrs. lot 30, Mrs. M. Solt, $20; lots 31, 32,
allev,
$20
A.
M.
7,
lot
lots
Mrs.
Anna
19,
each;
assessed the amount heBeinafter de-- Hulda Rosentha', $40; lots 17. 18, F.
tory of New Mexico, $20 each;
subdivision, unknown, $20; lots A. B.
$601.12.
Jno.
33.
lot
$20
$20 each; lots D. E. F., George
Kate
each,
lot
Shout,
8,
A.
Wright,
$zu;
A.
Jones.
$20:
unknown,
subdivision
of
lots
such
A
amount
21, 22, Margaret
signated,
piece of land on the west side of
being the pro- o. Blood. $20 each; lots 19, 20, Alex J. Robosser, $20; lot S4, First Nation
A. Fleming, $20 each; lots 20, 21, Fred
lots 9. 10. First National Bank of Las
$40; lot C, same subdivision,
portionate frontfoot share of each of Levy, $20 each; lots 21, 22, 23.
Eighth street extending 50.4 feet
h ai
lots 35, Vegas. $20 each; lots 11, 12, Monte-fior-e Burns,
$20:
Las
$20
of
lota
bank
22,
24,
23,
Vegas,
Westerman,
each;
Fellclta Townsley, $20; lot D, same
lots and pieces of land of the ton A
north from the alley between Nation
$20 eaeh.
36. 37. 38, S. Colvin. $20 each.
Congregation, $20 eacb; lots 13, subdivision, Mrs. J. B. Logan, $20; lot 25, 26, 27, Mutual Improvement Co., al and Grand avenues, N. Fontaine,
total cost of constructing the said Block Browning,
21, south 120 feet of lots 1, 2,
32. lot 1, Adolph Teitlebaum 14. 15. 16. R. B. Rice, $20 eaoh; lots
H.
Block
lota
$20
F.
29,
28,
each;
Clark,
sewer within the portion or district 3 fronting 75 feet on Main avenue,
E, same subdivision, unknown, $20.
$40.32.
30, 31, 32, J. H. York,
$20; lots 2, 3, Mrs. G. M. Roberts. $20 17, 18, Alice H. Rice. $20 each; lots
A piece of land on the west side
Sec 9. The lota and pieces of land $20 each; lots
of the said city above described.
$fia; the north 40 feet of lota 1, 2. 3, each: lot 4. Adolph Teitlebaum,
lots
$20
33,
south
34,
35, and
each;
eacn; in the Rledllnger addition are assessjie.a;
19, 20, 21, Joseph wignt,
of Eighth street beginning at a point
on
Mrs.
street
MIU
lot
M.
$20
each:
half
lot
M.
Vidal
of
36,
lots 5, 6.
Salazar,
Sec 2. The lots and pieces of
Padgett, $70.
24, C. W. Hill, Jr., $20 each. ed as follows:
"t!,V0
50.4 feet from the alley between Na
lots 4, E, 6. Kate Wright. $20; lots 7, 8, 9, Alex lots 22, 6.23, The lots and
$32:
Sec. 14. The lots and pieces of
land in the Lopez or Zion Hill addi- pieces of land
Sea
Lots 1, 2, 3. Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal
tional
and Grand avenues and exC- Mrstion are assessed as follows:
ander McElroy, $20 each: lots 10, 11, In the Lucero addition are assessed $20 each; lots 4. 6, 6, 7. 8, J. C. lund In the Buena Vista addition are tending thenoe north 50.8 feet J.
te,
11
' ,
as
assessed
follows:
'
12. Vietorino Abeytia, $20 each; lot as follows:
Block 13 A; lots l. 2, 3,. 4, owned ,ors
M. Bentley, $40.82.
Sohlott, $20 each; lots 9, 10,11,12,13,
Mrt. O. B. WH- - 13, Genoveva Valdez, $20; lots 14, 15,
Block 43, lots 6, 7, Dove Wilson and
by Belden ft Mills, $20 each lot 5,
Block 1. lot 1, Thos. F. Clay, $zu; 14, 15, 16, 17, 18. W. E. Oritee, $20
A piece of land on the southwest
$2
each.
Esther
lots
$20
V.
9,
.an1
19.
$20
J.
8,
18.
16.
17.
Grlswold,
Robbing
"a,P8
each;
owned by Mrs. B. Danziger, $20; lot
corner of National avenue and Eighth
lots 2, 3, C. V. Hedgcock, $20 each; each; lots 19, 20, 21, Anna E. Mayer,
C.
&
Marvlna
$20
au
2,
Realty
1,
lots
Johnsen,
each; street fronting 75 feet on Eighth
,13
Block 33,;
Rokeby
20 owned by Mrs. Minnie Clay. $20; fach;
Rya?'
$20 each; lots 22, Chas. Mayer, $20;
lot 4. Emma E. Raywood, Fronting
lot!
Co., $20 each; lot 3. H. J. Franklin feet, $24; lots 5. 6, fronting 87 feet, lots 23, 24, Mra. L. D. Coleman Rus- lots 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, A. H. Whit- street.
the west 12 feet of lot 21. owned by
7;
First Methodist Episcopal
M"
$20
lota
17,
P. R. church. $60.
15, 16,
each;
$20: lots 4. 7. 8. 9, 10, Lydia J. Hous Chas. Ilfeld $29.60: lot designated as sell, $20 eaoh; lota 25, 26, unknown. more,
Mrs. Minnie E. Clay. $9.60; lots 21,
2
3r
.
18
and south half A piece of land
Page, $20 each; lot
ton. $20 each: lots 5, 6. Adolph Teitle O fronting 60 feet on National ave $20 each.
22, 23. 24, owned by American Chris- beginning at a
lot 19, Mrs. Louisa R. Layton, $30;
baum. $20 each: lots 11, 12, heirs of nue from the N. W. corner of Nation
uan Missionary society, $20 each.
10. The lota and pieces of land of
Sec.
point 119.3 feet from the southwest
C50
19
- Koeble $40;
feet
middle
half
all
of
of
14
20,
north
lot
and
lot
He,en
13,
lots
each:
$20
1
Ransom.
$48.
Louis
A
2
corner
Block
In the Pablo Baca addition are assess
lots
National avenue and Eighth
and Eighth. Bessie Cavanaugh.
same lots fronting on Fifth street.. Mrs. Lou Butler, $20 each: lots 15, 16. al Block
tin each;
Frank Peppard, $30; lots 21, 22. 23, street of
2: lots 7. 8. Jos. M. Sundt. ed as follows:
and fronting thence west 49
a
of lr.A on of
Jones,
, ,
.v En
n T
D.
L.
Mrs.
Coleman
$20
each
Russell,
each.
$20
G.
Brown.
feet on south side of National avenue.
Joseph
Block B; lots C fronting 42.5 feet.
$20 eaoh: lot 9. A. A. Sena, $20: lot
44, lots 6, 7, Mrs. R. Flint,
Block 34: lots 11. 12. I. K. Lewis, 10. Mrs. A. A. Sena. $20: lot 11. Mrs. Mrs. Mattie Green, $34; lot 1, front- $20Block
Henry Goke, $32.
G.
H.
Coors
each
lots
8,
9,
10,
11,
A piece of land beginning at a point
$20 each: lot 13, Shiloh Colored Bap Lilly S. Hodson. $20: lots 12. 13. 14. ing 50 feet, Mrs. Mattie Green, $40; $20
and Douglas avenues and fronting 44
lota
12, 13, 14, Emma
each;
Block 22. lot 5, Heirs of H. P.
159.3 feet from the southwest corner
feet on Seventh street owned by Mrs. Browne, $20: lots 6, 7. Mrs. Johanna tist church, $20; lot 14, Unknown, 5. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. J. S. Raynolds lots 2, 3, 4, Mateo Lujan $20 each;
84 feet of lots
west
the
each:
$20
of. National avenue and Eighth street
lots 5, 6, A. C. Erb, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, 18,
Emma Raywood, $35,20; lots 3, 4, R. Vbllmer, $20 each; lot 8, Mrs. L. J. $20: lots 15. 16. Chas. W. Allen, $20 $20 each.
fronting 84 feet on and fronting thence west 87. 2 feet on
7. The lots and nieces of land 7, 8, C. B. Fitch, $20 each; lota 9, 10,
lots 17. 18, 19, 20, 21, S. D. May,
each:
Rpc.
owned b F. H. Pierce, $20 each; lots Perrlne,
D.
T.
W.
avenue,
Hosklns,
lot
and
Washington
Jones, $20;
Jno,
lot 22,
Valdez, $20. in the Thirty Six Building lots addi 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, Mary C. $67.20; the east 60 feet of lots 15, 16, the south side of National avenue.
5, 6, owned by D. T. HosWns, $20
Mrs.. Permella T. Bromagen, J20; $20 each; The lotsIgnacio
and plecea of land tion are assessed as follows:
Dunlap, $20 each; lot 50 fronting 44 17, 18, fronting 60 feet on Washlng- - Las Vegas Savings bank, $29.76.
each; lots 7, 8, owned by Mrs. Paul- the north 25 feet of lot 10, fronting In Sec. 4.
the Lea Vegas Town. Co's addition
Block 24A: lot 17. 18, Mrs. Hulda feet. Mary C. Dunlap, $35.20; lot 51, ton avenue, C. H. Sohlrmer, $48; lots
ine Graat, $20 each; lots 9, 10, owned 5 feet, Charlotte Groat, I'M; the soutb
lots 19, 20. 21. fronting 44 feet, Marion Winters, 22, 23. Chas. Greenclay, $20 each- ere assessed a follows:
Rosenthal, f2t
Earl M. Horzog, $20 eaoh;
by
of lot 10, mmtlnj? 25 feet
National avenue and Eighth street
Winters, $20;
Block 8; the east part of lot 1. 32. J. C. Sohlott. $20 each; lots 22. 23,- $25.20; lot IS, Marlon
Block 45, lota
of 6, 7, 8, 62
feet of
lota 11. 12. 13. 14, owned by Mrs. R. part Main avenue, Reorpe H. Hun
and fronting thenoa ewst 87.9 feet on
29. 30. heirs of w. O. and Clara K.oog- lots 19, 20, 21, 22, 13. D. Raynolda, $20 M. Greenberger, $50:
of
lot
ana fronting 25 feet on Railroad avenue
Wn.
6,
Piint 20 pach: lots 15. 16, owned by ker, $20; lot 11, D. "Winternltz
aide of National avenue,
corner of Railroad avenue - ler. $20 each: lots Z4. st. zb, ai, mx. each; lots 23, 24, 25, 28, Hallot Ray F. Hetzler, $10; Iota 9. 10, Jno. Rob- - tha eontfc
Investment & Agency corporation $20 Charles Ilfeld. $20; lot 12, v. win from th
Mra. E. XX La Mtorten, $30.32.
iw- L. D. Coleman Russell. $20 each; lots nolds, $20 each; lots 27, 28, 29, 30,
Huwa
Mrs.
avenue,
and
$20
Iota
12,
Douglas
13,
14,
11,
each;
A
lots 17. 18. heirs of Augusta ternltz, $20; rear 25 feet of lot 12,
land beginning at a point
lots 31, 32, bins,
Ike Badbarach, $20 each; lota 16, 16, 234.4ptaceof
$20: the east part or iota i, a, 33. 34, 35. 36, Effie J. Brown $20 each.t, Mrs. Ben a Ilfeld, $20 each;
feet from tha eouthweet corner
w. onus-hura- and north half of 33, Simon Bachar- 17, 18,
Crane. $20 each; lot 19, Adeline Smith frnntltie 25 feet on Seventh street, $20; senthal,
25, lots 1, Z. Mrs.
150 feet on Washing of
Block
50 feet on Railroad avenue,
t
fronting
tontine
National avenue and Eighth street
Geh-rinach and H. C. Ilfeld, $50; south half ton avenue, H. G. Coors, $120; lots
$20 each; lot 3. 5, 6. F. J.
$20; lots 20, 21. Mrs. Ida M. Jones, Mrs. Adele Ilfeld, $20; lots 13, '14, 15, Mrs
W. W. Rawlins, $40; the
and fronting thenoa west 84.4 feet on
33 and all of 34, 35, 36, Simon
$20 each; lot 4, Mrs. Emma Tam- of lot
19, 20, 21, Frank Peppard, $20 each; south aide of National avenue, Anna
$20 each; lot 22, Alice R. Long, Ju; Charles C. Bobbins, $20. each: lots 16, west part of lots 1. Z. 3. trontins
half,
?3. Montgomery Bell, $20; lot 24,
22, 23, Sarah E. Atkins, $20 each. Yoakum, $27.62.
avenue from the al me. $20: lots 7. S, Mrs. Annie nan-ma- Bacharach, $70; lot D, N.S. one
one half lotsBlock
18, 19, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal, $20 feet on Douglas
ave-r,o- a
9. 10, 13, 14. Wal- Simon Bacharach, $7.40;
lots
Grand
46, lots 6, 7, A. A. Jones, $20
and
each;
$20
Mrs. Olivia January and Mrs. LocWe 17,
Railroad
A piece of land beginning
at m
u.
between
zz.
a.
ley
20,
zi.
lots
and
Wilson
Esther
n.sfiiu,
Dove
Robblns,
11.
12,
each;
eaoh; lota 8, 9. W. H. Shaffer, $20 point 268.8 feet from tha southwest
Tnhn Shank. $20; lot 4, Mrs. do C. Twltchell, $20 each; lots
Etter, $20.
lots 23, 24. Mrs. Julia A.
$7.40.
11
$20 each;
zu eacn.
5. M. W. 15 16, R. E. Twitcnell,
each: lots 10, and 20 feet of lot
of National avenue and Eighth
S20 each: lots 25, 26, heirs Lydia M. McNair. $20: lot
Block 1 ; lots 1. 2, 3, E. D. Raynolds, on north side. Investment & Agency corner and
Block 15; lots 1. 2, 3, 4, Jefferson
8. The lots and pieces of land
street
Sec
8, 7, Janei
fronting thenoa west 100
lots
north
$20;
&
Browne.
the
Lehmann
H.
I.
each:
Florence
$20
5,
lots
$20
6,
4,
5,
each;
RavnniriH. S20 each: lots
of H. P. Browne,
Bacharach In the Hill Site Town Co's addition
corporation, $36: 5 feet on south side feet on the south aide of National ave
8. 9. 10,
lots
each:
lot
onehalf
of
6
south
$?0
and
lot
iu.
M.
undivided
$20 each;
of lot 11 and all of lot 12, Lydia
W. H. Rapp, $20 each;
part of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, iromins
u:
re assessed as follows.
nue, Henry Goke, $80. ,
$20 eacb; lot
half of lot McNair,
2U 7, D. J. Leahy, $30; north
on Sixtn sxreei..
$24; the east one hair of lots
. V
i . Brothers,
54- - lots 1. 2. F. E. Olney,
"V.
A piece of land fronting on north
third of lot 7, heirs oi ciara xvooss.,
15. 16, 17, O. L.
14,
12,
Kotn-gelots
7
o,
7
Rosanna
Mrs.
$20:
or
lot
8,
all
of
and
iota i,
of lot
13. 14. fronting 75 feet on Washing
$85.60; the south' part
of Douglas avenue, beginning at
4 ,5, unknown, $20 each;
$6 67; undivided
aide,
3,
lots
FranK
and
Truder
eaoh;
Vincent
First
Houtrhton
10,
lota
9,
11,
tprjus. Ju, i e
$30;
ton avenue, F. E. Olney, $60; the west a point 128 feet from1 northwest corV HedfTOOck. $13.34; lots 8, 9, 10 fronting 43 feet on Sixth street,
a fAt 9 Inches of the north
15
v,rk & Westerman,
w
A.
....
M.
15,
.I.,
nr..
14,
,
one half of Iota 13, 14, fronting 75 ner of
IS $20 each: lots 12, 13,
avenue and Eighth!
Titcria. Avftiuifl Building company,
Baptist church $35.40.
of lot 7, Lubie Gllstrap, $25; south
of lots 18.
NaAdler, $20 each; lots 16, 17, Robliia feet on Washington, $60; the east 50 street Douglas
rs- - lots 1. S. M. A. Otero, part,
ana
and riming thence west 28
7
lot
of
$20 each; lots 11, 12, San Miguel
9
biu
norm
inches
tii.v
on
feet
lota
50,
the
$20 each;
J.
feet
Smith
75
Pontious,
50
18
feet
C,
17,
16,
B,
lots
of
15,
A,
fronting
lots
ft.
Investment
tional bank, $20 each;
feet, Mrs. S. B. Davis, $22.40.
$20 each; lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
the alley between Ral half of lot 8, Southwesternw Bl,llaln(f
51, 52, 63, fronting 112.5 feet Cedlio
.
lots avenue Afrom
Mrs. Emma D. A piece of land fronting on. nortn
B VPT1 iKS- - Oitl it 11 uj. '
Charles Ilteld, $20 each; lota D.
Pwirtd
& Agency corporation $20 each;
& Loan association, ?z&;
55, 56, front- on Washington avenue,
lota
54,
mm
w.n
$90;
Rosenald,
TOau
20
avenue beginning at
Whitmore, $20
Burks, $40; the center 50 feet of lots side of
9 Mrs. Harriett
F Soumwestern tteaity
8
part of lots 18. 19. side and one half of. ?. luugemo d.
$60:
ing 92 feet, W. J. Pochel, $73.60; lot 15, 16, 17, 18, fronting 50 feet on a point Douglas
156 feet west from northwest
ie holm nf Sallle Rosenthal, $20S each; lots 10, 11, 12. Jas H Hunter kins
north
23. Z4, Bessie
the
on
lots
feet
19,
lots
25
tros
$50;
Rosenthal
Emellne
,$20;
fronting
18;
w- - i 17 18. F. H. Pierce and F.
avenue, C. H. Stewart, corner of Douglas avenue and Eighth
beginning at
$20 each; lot is ana
each; lots 25. 26. 27,16B. F. Forsythe.
W. N. Rosenthal $20 each; lots Washington
west 50 feet of lots 15, IS, street, and running thence west 49
feet and 9 1n-- . 20,
0; east haK
the
Sebra
south
J.
$40;
Brush. $20 each; lots 19 20. ,21.
the
me
of
am??
$20
Betsy
$20
A.
from
each;
24.
heirs
25.
23.
H.
22.
21.
100
feet
Harris,
noint
A J.
run.
- w oa tv v. Forsvthe. S13.4U. each; lota 26, 27. H. G. Coors, $20 17, 18, fronting 50 feet on Washing- feet; E. V. and Alice R. Long, $36.80.
S. Duncan, $20 eacn; ions
of lot 14 and all of lot
Railroad and Grand avenues ana
eacn.
Chas. Ilfeld, $40; lot 19,
A piece of land fronting on nortn
rva.
8 feet 3 inches of lot 28 all
C. W. Wesner,
Z5
reet.
north
west
$30; lot, 16, 17. 18, 19., -- je
the
28, 29, Mrs. Lena Teitle ton avenue,
ning thence
v
20. 21, A. A. side of Douglas avenue beginning at
8 feet of lot each; lota
lots
$20;
south
Ilfeld,
Chas.
f
the
Las
imn
Vegas
and
the
9,
29,
is.
u.
7.
8,
a.
if.
Methodist
Episcopal cnu.yu, $20
of lot
Block 16; lots
:
iJ,wl
su;
baum, $20 each; Iota 30, si,
..1
lots 22, '23, E. L. a point 202 feet west of the north
eajcn;
.
m oi 09 w n
25 feet on the norm Biu
r.. .i. nundiive association,
Wheeler. $20 eaoh; lots 82, 33, front Jones, $20 each;
j 30, Mary S. Menm..
$20 fronting
3Z,
W.
Wesner.
31,
lota
of
C.
each.
west corner of Douglas avenue and
a
26
$20
all
at
30
Hammond,
"1"?. w -- ift:iTl2. Jas. S. Duncan
point
and
25,
of
lot
2X 24,
16 feet
Lincoln avenue beginning
ing 69 feet 6 Inches, D. Winternltz,
Block 47; lota 6, 7, and norm man Eighth street and running thence west
IfA Jnwh w 19. 20 .21. 22, M. Jeffer each.
Benedict, $52.80.
west Of tne Bliey
Emma
ioe
Mrs.
g
. imta 1. 2. Chas. H. hpor- and run- aMrie
Grand
ij Elliott, $50; south half 42 feet, W. G. Ogle, $33.60.
3. Mirs. Harriet
v oe.
son. !P each; lots 23 .24. Mrs
. avenues
.
"r,A west
nm.
tot 8 and all of lots 9. 10, Andrew A piece of land fronting on nortB
I'
West,
H.
A.
4,
.
to
3,
.B,1n2;,it
tor
lots
t20 each: lots 13. 14. lo,
thence
J.
4.
b.
5.
$20
eaoh;
TAW
leder
lots
ri- - side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
3:
$50; iota n. 12,13.
on Sixth street, Whitmore, $20 each;
5, e. Kugene wm r
i.
17, fronting 75 feet
$20 each; lot 5, A. A. Jones,
20 each: lots
15, 16, 17, east boundary of public school ground
or $20 each; lota eacn;
lots
$20
side
each;
lots
Davidson,
Raynolds,
of
ard
north
rear
on
,
25
feet
$60;
kji
of Las Vegas,
fronting
$20 each; lots
Town Co. ?zu
n
120 eacn iws ,
nd running thence east 41 feet, Mrs.
Grand ave- 6. 7, B. F. Forsythe,
18, H. C. Smith, $20 each; lots
-in from corner of Grand and
18T16. 17. anting 75 feet on
13. 14, fronting 75 feet on
8, 9, 13, 14, Browne ft Manzanares, $20 20, 21, Geo. P. Hile. $20 each; lots
B. Atkins, W each: lot 12 t
Sarah
. Elston, $32.80.
10,
16,
east
Christian
15,
lots
Men's
Town Co.', $60;
avenues running
Young
Site
J.
J.
Hill
Mrs.
nue
:
Gilchrist,
'
11,
10,
lots
rln
A piece of land fronting on north!
Mrs. Anna Wara,
22, 23, J. C. Rex, $20 eaoh.
E. B. Shaw $20 m o Ward $20 each : lots 17, 18, Mrs. each;
Mm
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w.
zv;
R
insoclatlon, $60; lot 18, City of Las
lot
Mail,
Olney
12,
each;
Tolotihone Co.,
Block 48; lota 6, 7, h. u. iwsraKeu, side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
- iL. ok
or Mrs. S. A. Stoner, $20 Katharine Rathrock, $20 each; lots 19, $20
4, 5, 6, Annie M. and
lots
$20
A.
propereach;
S.
the
$20;
of
Brewer,
lota 15, 16,
Vegas;
19, Trnstees
$20 each; lots 8, 9, 10, Mary Casey, a point 285 feet west from northwest
21
22. Thos. Foster,
o r,rt Mrs. R. Flint, $20 each; 16 17 18, Frotestam.
yuiuii,
lot 7, Adolph Teitlebaum, $20; lots $20 each;, lots 11. 12, 13, 14, S. D. corner of Douglaa aveaue and Eighth
' . . mi ni Ufanr C TlnTlln.n.: $20 20, 21, 22, U. J. Hill
of the
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Co.,
Town
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4,
Site
3,
1.
fronting
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.
subdivision
of New Mexico,
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VI" : , BO lots 23 24, lota 27. 28, Paul B. Black-- 50, 51, 62, 53,R.54,D. fronting $110; ieet
15, 16, 17, Chas. street and running thence west 208
belots May. $20 each; lotseach:
ch: lot 27, D.
S3 feet west side of Grand avenue
C. and
150 feet on National
Dunlap,
lota 18, 19, feet. Board of Education of the City
Se
Mary
8. $20 each;
fronting
$20
M.
30
29
Dougherty,
the
87
feet
from
lots
Mrs,
T'B.
A.
Kate Wright. $20:
2TEE lots 20. 21. 22, B. - ft
55, 56, 57, fronting 87.5 feet,
shear, $20 eacn.
ginning at a point
$20
each; lots of Las Vegasi $161.60.
C.
A
Minnie
Detterick,
ave-- .
31.
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lot
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and
23.
A Carpenter, $20 each;
$70; lota 68, 69, B. H. New- 20, 21, 22, 23, Chas. Bfeld, $20 eaon.
Watson,
36; lota 1. 2, Wffl.
lley betweenR. Douglas
Block
A
A piece of land fronting on aoutfr
- Houghton. $20 each;-lS.
Mrs.
34.
33.
subdlvl32.
on.
w
Flint. $26.40;
Ml,
, lee, $20 each; lot 60, JU F. Adams,
law, $20 each; lota 3. b , .f- v.
aide of Main street, beginning at east
Bloch 49, lots 6, 7, J. J.
24 feet 26. Trustees of tne
land
!.ni
fronting
of
Hi"hr
niece
4,
3,
2.
n
fronting
1,
the
.
lots
19,
church
Gralney,
of
75
18,
Margaret
lota
Iots
run.
Blon
.
t,
on
$20;
lot 8. 9. 10. fronting
boundary of Douglas avenue publ'o
be- Protestant Episcopal
mms i - er, $20 each;
oi tv
soutn siae
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lots 27, )tz --,p on
on the we9t side of Grand avenue,
$20 eaoh; lots 20, 21, George A. Flem- feet on Grand avenue, J. K Martin. achool and running thence east 45
.
.
- .- niTit 25 feet
iHrfr1ct Of New Me"".
of
the
54
south
feet
Mrs.
Jas.
each
Realty
a
25,
$20
22,
Southwestern
at
avenue neginnnm
point
Croclcett,
lota 9. W.
ginning
ing, $20 eaoh: lota
lots' 15, 16, 17, fronting 75 feet on feet, Mrs. F. Elston, $36.
ave- 28, Mrs. Betty G.
kod-In- a $60;
f ,npv between Railroad and each;
alley between Douglas and MainsubdiYoung, $20 each; lots Z3, Z4, Mrs.
Co., $20 each; lota 11.
rear
A piece of land fronting on south
of
the
.
vv.
ua
street, J. W. Hesser, $60.
Second
z.
part
B.
on
lot
13.
Glltner, $19.20;
Grand avenues, being
nues Mrs.
aah: lota
J. Smith Pontious, $20 each;
1,
Block 27, lots 1,
ide of Main avenue, beginning at a
30
O. f .
15. 16, saui 26, Mrs. L Kingsley, $20; lots
27,
v , on ofh- -' lota
$20;
32, 33, 34, Ttieresa moc.
-Maximo
n
of
Lopez,
lots
lot
3,
vision of lots 1, 2, 3, 4. fronting aveBlock
50;
0
8 9,
te . Tirol 28, A. B. Watoson $20 each; lota 29,
on iwucuct
point 45 feet east of west line of
220 each; lots
feet on the west side of Grand
A piece of land fronting 25 feet
$20 each; lota 17.
lot 4, Juan Fresquez, $20; lots 6, 6, Q. Mrs. F. Elstona property and run- Rosenthal.
30 feet Cunning
avenue
begina
at
-- ..
S.
$20
point
each;
of
o
Natalia
Jones,
Douglas
beginning
Mrs.
30,
nue,
ter Hayward, $20
M. de Sllva, $20 each; lots 7, , a,
H;
C. H Bradley, $20
ning thence east for 50 feet, Wm. J.
-- ir of
between Grand and Rail Peter and Margaret Murpny, -- v
south from the alley between Douglas- IV
lota 31, 32, Wm. F. ft M. B. Hetzler,
Romero, $20 each; lots 10, 11, 12,
13, It.
16. front-r- r ning at alley
Teitlelots,15
eaoh.
Lena
Mrs.
$20
of
o
avenues,
Main
S.
91
Duncan,
each.
and
Mills, $40.
$20
avenues,
jromweu
road
k.
28,
Z9,
lota
each; subdivision
each;
$20
NaFrank Roy,
20
n the north side of
A piece of land beginning at a point
baum, $24.
Block 3: lot 3 E. L. Hammond, $20; R. Roeers. $20 each: lots 30, 31, James
T!iwv 9. lot designated as lot 1 lots 23, 24. Charlotte Jwiate.
from
west
R.
W.
6,
w.
5,
3,
4,
2,
lota
1,
ok 2
Block 17;
v.
Mate M.
niii, Cof-- lots 4, 5, 6, Lizzie V. Carpenter, $20 W. Hanson, $20 each; lot 32, Mrs. Hul- 95 feet from east line of Mrs. F. El
avenue and running
65 feet on Sixth street, Lucy
RPVnth
fronting
M.
M.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Williams, $20 each; lots 7, 8,
between ;,AU'
each: lot 7 and south half of lot 8, da Rosenthal, $20; lots 33, 84, 35, 36, ston, running thence east 50 feet, Mra.
each; lots 27, 28. heir of
Clements, J5Z: 101 z. L.ym
$120; lots 17. V.
J. Crowley, 20 each; lots '9, 10, 11, 12, JILm a. S Harrison,
Thoa.
on v.. ton- - w a Tsabel Henry. $20; lots fflet. $20 each.
Llpsett, $30; north half of lot 37, 38, Mrs. Josephine Hayward, zu F. Elston, $40.
p
TotOT
.
Mrs. Helen C. Dresser $20 each; lots 18. Mrs. Harris
8 and all of lots 9, 10, O. E. Burch,
57 lots 1. 2. 3. 4, 5,6, and iz
4 5 Lydia J. Bunner,
eaii,
lota 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, nnknown,
T)it
NOW THEREFORE, according to-13. 14. James S. Duncan, $20 each;
I. O. O. F. No. feet of the north, side of lot 7, Charles $50: lota 11. 12. W. J. Pochel, $20 each;
6, 7, Las Vegas Lodge
each; lots 19.
each.
$29
50
the
a piece of land composed of lots 15,
twelve
E.
$20;
provisions of Chapter 72, Laws of
and
south
Olney,
each; lota 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
4, $20 each; lot 8. F.
H. Stevenson, $130; the
s
Sec. 15. The lots and pieces of
2S 24. J. C. & Marvlnia int Atxrtenntea as lot 9, fronting 65
an ot
16, 17, 18, fronting 150 reet on uoug-taor
51, N. A. Sunderlln,
lot
as amended by Chapter 96, Law
half
of
lot
1901,
south
i,
feet
half
one
and
land In the J. A. and A. Baca addition
lots 25, 26. Mrs. feet on south side or ltousihb
avenue, James S. Duncan, $120;
o
t.A
- noirtb one half of lot 9, u. $130: north half of tot 51 and all of
of
1903,
any owner or owners In whole
aa
follows
27,
28,
lots
are
assessed
C.
Dresser,
lota 24. 25. 26. Mrs. Helen
A. Shank, $20 each;
nue.
Adolph Coors, $52.30.
W. Condon, $40; the south half of lot lot 52. H. C Youngf $30; lots 53, 54,
or thejr legal representaor
In
B.
A.
part,
de
each.
1.
Mrs.
2.
2.
Block
lota
$20 each; lots 27, 28, Lilly A. O'Rourke MrT Jennie Levy, $20
ii of lota 10. 11. W. E. Kaser, Chas. Ilfeld, $20 each; lot 65, fronting
Block 10; lot 1, Clark & Forsytne, o
j
3, 4, 17, 18, tives, has tha right within ten days
lota
$20
$20
eaoh;
Manzanares,
lota
13.
north
14.
Trader,
Chaa.
57,
$20 each; lot 29, Mrs. Hulda RosenVincent
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Bfl.
37.5
56,
$30;
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Tlfeld,
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feet,
1. 2,
lot 2. Mrs. L. Poole Wright, $20;
Block 29, lots TTntAK
thal J20: lots 30. 31. F. C. Bope, $20
Wava tlR: the lot 3, Theresa Block, $20; piece of each; lots A. B. C. D. being ohdlil- - 58. 59. 60. fronting 140.9 feet, F. J. Miguel Baca. $20 each: lota 5, 6, 22, after the date of the last publication
23. J. A. Baca. $20 each: lota 7, 8, zu,
Mutual
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33.
35,
34,
32,.
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Bion of lots 15. 16 ,17, 18. roraing iw Gehring, $112.72; lota 61, 62, 63, 18,
of this notice, which mid last data
land fronting 40 feet on west side
v. Ernest U Browne, $20 each; Iota 19, 21, Aurella M. Baca, $20 each; lota
on
avenue,
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Building & Loan association, $20 each; a K ft 7 R. F. tiay"i
ai
Columbia
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feet
Sixth
beginning
street;
will be on tha Slst dav of August JL
Iota
north
9.
each;
$20
R.
on
Maria
10,
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M.
Baca,
20. 21. 22. Lydia
McNair, $20 each;
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piece of land fronting
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land
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fronting
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west 50 feet of Bullard's subdivision
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avenue beginning at ginning at corner of Sixth and Lincoln Wesner, $40; lot 19 and so. one half 28, Dove Wilson, $20 each; lota 29, 30, each: lot A. Flladelfo Baca
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law,
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40 of tot 20, Dove Wilson and
north
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Vogt & Lewis. $40; a piece of
and running
Council.
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side
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25,
of
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24,
north
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half
one
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G.
Baca.
feet
of
F.
50
land
$20
each;
de
& Building association,
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$30: north
fronting
Fourth street. Mrs. Hulda
feet, H. O. Coon, $32: piece
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"'Th"e"great novelty acts opera house
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LOCAL NEWS

FOR SATURDAY
AT:

THE IKE DAVIS STORE
Table Apples
Cooking Apples

Es
Lai
Ion

a

1

Per

One

On a
On

Six

Oni

Table Pears
Preserving Pears
Peaches, Plums
California Grapes
Mission and Concords
Canteloupes and Watermelons
:.,
White Crisp Colorado Celery
Las Cruces Tomatoes
Fancy Egg Plant
Sweet Corn, Mangoes, Lettuce, Carrots, Radishes, New Turnips, etc

Phone Main

6iJ

193

or Main 194

on
Al

la

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrilios

COAL AND W OO O
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

ol
N

Anthracite

Coal, all sizes

Vm

oo QfMmln

Steam Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

C O fJ D O fJ PhoMmlnai

ESTABLISHED 1870

Tine

First Rational' Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

r

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

tonight,

.

X"-

;
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Opera house tonight, big Airdome
company.

New Arrivals of Clothing

at Nolette's

The fans are keenly anticipating
Sunday's game with Santa Fe as a
result of the announcement that Barr
Musical acts at opera house tonight.
Special feature
pictures opera will oppose Tcgnmy Lockart of Trinidad In the box. Both Barr and
Isn't that draft beer fine at the house tonight.
are premier pitchers and the
Lockart
Opera Bar?
Hot lunch every morning at 10 game should be a battle between the
two. So anxious is Santa Fe to win
Airdome new company at opera o'clock at the Opera Bar.
the
games that they have secured
house tonight.
of Albuquerque for tomorrow's
Weeks
a
Old
dram
of
bourbon
Try
Taylor
contest and Lockart for Sunday's
at
Served
from
Bar.
the
bar
Opera
A new poetoffice has been estab
game. Big crowds will "undoubtedly
lished at Meek, Lincoln county. Sam rels on the bar.
be on hand both days.
uel W. Clore Is postmaster.
The officials at the court house
Arrangements are being made for
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged came within an ace of entertaining
second annual poultry and pet
the
two
uninvited guests this morning. A
In the wood. Direct from distillery
Bhow to be given in January by
stock
team
came
runaway
tearing past
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
the court house hitting, one of the the Las Vegas Poultry and Pet Stock
association. At a meeting held this
Get a good home baked pie or cake numerous hitching posts at the side
entrance.
This
assisted the horses week, presided over by President D.
for your Sunday dinner at the bakery
loose
in
from
the wagon and W. Lee, a judge was selected for the
getting
Sixth street
sale tomorrow at 521
when they found themselves unat- annual show in the person of T. W.
an expert chicken fancier
Baseball Saturday and Sunday at tached they strode proudly through Southard,
of
Kansas
City. Committees on arcourt
the
house gate, trotted once
Amusement park. Santa Fe vs. the
were named and it was
around
the
rangement
and
went
then
grounds
Game tomorrow called at
Maroons.
to the back entrance of the build decided to issue a catalogue for dis3:30 o'clock.
ing, where, however, they were re tribution to chicken fanciers in the
fused admittance. At this innrtnra southwest. About 1,000 copies will be
For supper at the White Kitchen,
the owner appeared and claimed the printed, five hundred of which will
roast lamb, or pork chops, with good
team thus preventing their be mailed to outside parties. Handhome made bread. Ice cream and runaway
some prizes will be offered by the
on the county officials.
call
cake. The place that is clean.
association for exhibits.
The Las 'Vegas Masons who jourWhile walking along Main avenue
to the
neyed
STANLEY STAYS ON JOB
last night, Miss Edith Weil of Ocate, the Scottish Ancient City to attend
Rite reunion held there
Washington Aug. 25. Representa
suffered a severely sprained ankle
on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
tive' Stanley, of Kentucky, chairman
by stepping into the sewer excava
Thursday of this week, returned home of the house committee of inquiry into
tion on that street.
last night The reception given them the United States Steel
Corporation
Santa Fe Masons was a royal declared
he intended to
that
Don't forget to include some of by the
today
one. The class that took the Scottish
remain in Washington during the rethose delicious baked beans and sal
Rite degree was the largest in the cess of
ads, which the ladies will have on
congress in order to prepare
of the order in the state, numsale tomorrow at Miss Thompson's, In history
for
continuance
of the investigation
seven of which were in
bering fifty-five- ,
fall.' The committee has a force
the
your menu for Sunday dinner.
from this city. IUis the custom of
of experts investigating Uranstporta-tlo- n
the class taking the degree each year
Bacilio Madrid arrested on com
conditions as controlled by the
to organize and to select a class
steel corporation and hearings are to
plaint of Juanita Rodriguez, who name.
This initiation coming when
be held on that branch of the cor
charged him with assault and battery, it
did, the name is especially approwas released on a peace bond of $100
poration's business late in October.
after a hearing before Justice of the priate, the one selected being the The committee has taken a recess un
Cornerstone
Statehood
class.
At
the
Peace D. R. Murray yesterday after- election of officers J. J. Kelly, past til October 16. Andrew Carnegie is
to be one of the last witgrand master of New Mexico, was expected
nesses
at
the inquiry.
elected president and George H.
Regular prices Airdome company at
of
this
Klnkel,
city, secretary and
opera house tonight.
treasurer.
DEFER ACTION ON SANITARrUM.
Those games Saturday and Sunday
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 25. At last
The ladies who are canvassing for
will be hot ones. Rube Weeks and
the Las Vegas hospital were very suc- night's session of the Biennial conTommy Lockart will be the pitchers cessful
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ABERNATHY
BOYS IN CHICAGO.
Leave orders at Murphey's.
be married by the Rev. J. Krayer
Chicago, Aug. 25. Louis and Temat Sapello on Monday.
ple Abernathy, sons of John Aber-nathof Oklahoma, passed through
Airdome show moved to opera house
Chicago late yesterday on horseback.
on account of cold weather.
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Always get the best
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Line of Hart, SchaffO' nerFALL
& Marx Suits are beginning:

-

come in, And we can truly say:
Never have we been able to show
such patterns and models as this fall's
line contain. Our trade has been such
as to warrant large purchases, and
our customers will be the gainers.
Wo have made a great effort in this
season's purchases to please The
Young Man as well as the man who
wears Staple Clothing. We handle exclusively the three great lines of clo- thing made by Hart, Schaffner &
Marx, J Michaels Stern, and
Stein & Co.
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We Will Be Pleased to Have You Call

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"
I5SEK:

Mr.

Merchant.

Are you taking advantage of our
low flat rate window lighting? "

"4!

A well

lighted
show window sells
the goods.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
No Trouble
for Us to

n

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Show Rujjs
This together with our large and choice assortment made
our 1911 season the best we have ever had in rugs.

Better Pick that Rug Out for Fall Now While the
Line Is Complete

y

New Mexico Bar
Association
Albuquerque, N. M.

August

28-20,10-

Regular No. 8 Basket
AH Fresh Stock
Large Blue

Fare for the Round Trip $6Ao

Malvoise

50c

Large White

D. L. BATCHELOR., Agent

Muscat

per
ibasket

Mission
Small Black

Concords

Choice Rocky Ford Watermelons
Virginia Sweet Potatoes
Fresh Canteloupes
Tomatoes
And all other kinds of Fruits and
Vegetables fresh daily at
.

The Graaf& Hay ward Co.
--

Store-

J.

MADERO RETURNS TO CITY.
Mexico City, Aug. 25. FranicBco

Try our Flat Work service
and see for yourself what a
wonderful convenience it is.
Send us your sheets, pillow
slips, bolster cases, table cloths,
napkins, towels, handkerchiefs,
etc.
These we will wash and iron
and return" to you all ready for
use.
They will be washed
cleaner an ironed much better
than if done at home or by a
washerwoman. Besides, think
of the work and bother we save

week

GROCER.

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

$1000 "Bull" Durham

USE

MEET US AT OUR NEW

WOLF'S

..

Son

Store Phon Main 462 Ranch Phone Main 276

Stake for

2:1a Pacers

x

Exciting Horse Races

Fun by the Ton
Feature Upon Feature
Instructive Departments
.
Special rates on all railroads.
John 6. McManus, SecyJHugr.
Isaac Barth, Pres.

PREMIUM
FLOUR

for good bread

STORE 507 SIXTH STREET

Perry Onion

1911.

to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.
Base Ball Every Day

ft

Main 81.

4,

CURT1SS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
617 Douglas Ave.

9-1-

"Birdmen" of international repute will thrill the crowds for
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.

It costs you very little each

.

I.

Madero has returned from the state
of Morelos and reported to President
de La Barra that practically all of
Zapata's men had been mustered out
and that in his opinion there would
be no disturbance In that state.

you.

M

II. STEARNS

"Complete Furnishers of the Home"

Work Service

Special For Friday

GRAPES
28,

J. C. J0HNSEN & SON

Try Our Flat

11

Tickets on sale August 26, 27
with return limit August 31, 1911.

We Meet aDy Catalogue price

Hams For Sale

35o'Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams
These rams aie specially bred for range purposes and by one
the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
our ranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
this fall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
'.
For further particulars address,
of

'

""

"

''

J. P. Van.

Houterv Co.
Shoemaker,

N. M.

BOUCHER
'
(The Coffee Man.)

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS

OPTIC

